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In order to support human ambitions of deep space eolonisation, national and international 

space agencies have been investigating possibilities of deployment of habitats on l'vloon and 

even :VIars. An integral part of this programme is the bio-rcgcncrativc life support system. 

This aims to decrease the supply mass by regenerating essential resources for humans. The 

Institute of Space Systems of the German Aerospace Center (DLR-ISS) at 13remen, is respons

ible for investigating and developing space applications. However, terrestrial applications of 

the technology is also on their agenda. One such application lies in gwwing crops in vertical 

farms in the heart of cities, \vhich is said to be a greener way to produce food. The idea is 

still unproven although there are abundance of architectural plans and artists impressions to 

be found on the \veb. \Vhen it comes to scientific papers, or economic analysis of feasibility, 

scalability and practicality of this concept , there is no such work to be found 1 . \iVhile on one 

hand this is a handicap on the other hand, it opens the opportunity to do a seminal work. 

The greenhouse technology has advanced over a century. It is nnw possible to control temper

ature , humidity, lighting, airflow and nutrient conditions for optimal productivity of plants, 

irrespective of season and agro-ecosystems. Hydroponics has equally developed to enable 

cultivation of wide variety of c:rops without soil. Thereby freeing future agriculture of yet 

another constraint namely land. It essentially involves suspending plants in a medium-such 

as gravel, \vool or a form of voleanic glass known a~ perlite while the roots arc immersed in 

a solution of nutrient-rich water. A constant flow of air often enriched with carbon dioxide 

cnsmcs optimal conditions for plant grmvth. Any nutrients or '\Vater not absorbed by the 

roots can be recycled, rather than letting it run-off thus preventing ground water pollution. 

Aeroponic methods developed at ~ASA furthers this by spraying nutrient rich mist at the 

root hones. 

The idea behind vertical farming is that of skyscrapers with floors stacked \vith orchards 

and hydroponic/ acroponic beds, producing crops all year round. Along with challenging the 

hitherto inconceivable concept of creating rnore arable land, this ·would slash the transport 

1 As of lOt.h .July 2012 
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costs and carbon dioxide emissions a.ssociated with moving food over long distances. It would 

also reduce post harvest spoilage of food and free agriculture from the grips of unpredictable 

weather and pest and disease attacks. The usc of pesticides, herbicides and fungicides can 

be kept to a bare minimum through cultivation in a controlled environment. Production can 

be accelerated through controlled environment agriculture by optimising photo-duration and 

providing critical '\Vavdcngths, which may also lead to significant rise in yield and year round 

production. Soil erosion \vill not be a problem because the food will be grown hydroponic

ally/ aeroponically. Through recycling, only a fraction of the amount of water and nutrients 

\vill be needed compared to conventional farming. Additionally it holds the promise of micro 

climate improvement and positive psychological effect on inhabitants of mega-cities. 



Chapter 1 

World Statistics 

According to the United :.l"ations \Vorld Food Programme, nearly 1 billion people go hungry 

around the globe, in December 2008, it was an estimated 963 million people around the ·world. 

About 42% of these chronically hungry people live in India and China, t\vo of the >vorld's 

most populous nations r321 (Figure: 1. 2.1 gives an overvie\v of the world population density). 

Because of malnutrition, one in four children in developing nations is underweight for his 

or her age [67j. This already unacceptable situation \Vill worsen with growing population 

and therefore require new approaches towards food production to avert aggravation of this 

situation in the coming decades. High food prices further worsen the global food crisis. In 

2008 the global food crisis, smv questions raised on food production techniques. According 

to the International Ivionetary Fund, the world market prices for food commodities rose more 

than 75% from early 2006 to .July 2008 [73j. Consequently, increase in grain prices caused 

meat, egg and dairy costs to rise [ 66]. The effect was \vorst in poor nations where even 

modest increases in food prices can mean the difference between sustenance and starvation 

r571. 

5 



CHAPTER 1. lFOR.LD STATISTICS 6 

1.1 Consumer needs and preferences 

An important concern is regarding consumer preferences. Consumers vvant high-qm-1.lity, 

affordable food. Affordability matters less to some consumers, particularl:y those in affluent 

countries where food costs account for only 10)\{, of the average income, consumers there also 

vvant choice l42j. This includes consumer preference for foods that are produced organically. 

Organic foods remain a high-cost luxury that three-quarters of the ·world's population cannot 

afford , particularly those in developing nations where food costs consume 50)\{, of the average 

income l42j. However, consumers who desire organic foods should have that choice. Likevvise, 

consumers ·who prefer abundance of efficiently produced, high-quality and affordable food 

should be provided as ·well. 

By 2050, our growing global population will require an estimated 100% more food than we 

produce today [72, 36]. Industrialized and developing nations alike require a sustainable sup

ply of safe, nutritious and affordable grains, legumes, tubers, vegetables, fruits and animal 

protein to satisfy a rapidly growing population. Transition economies must further cater 

to the fast changing dietary pattern to-wards high protein, vitamin and minerai rich diets 

demanded by a population with gradually increasing purcha..c;ing power. In 1985, meat con

sumption in China was roughly 20 kg per person per year. By 2000, this had increased to 

40 kg per person annually, a figure that's projected to more than double again by 2030 r39]. 

Consequently, the U.N. FAO projects that global production of meat and dairy protein will 

almost double by 2050 l70j. 

1. 2 Land and desertification 

Arable land is finite, with agricultural land covering 38% and arable land covering 11% of the 

total land area (FAOSTAT), we are operating at limits. \Vorldwide increases in demand for 

animal protein is increasingly putting pressure on natural resources, especially by increasing 

demand for land resources r33]. Based on FAO projections, 13% more land in developing 
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countries will be converted to agricultural usc m the next 30 years l31J. Ftom a global 

perspective this amounts to a meagre 2% increase from the 38% of global land area used in 

2008 to a. total of 40%. This land expansion will account for only 20% of future increases 

in food production. Another 10% additional production can be projected from increased 

cropping intensity [31]. Therefore for the rest 70%, \Ve will have to call upon innovation of 

efficient technologies and also judiciously usc the ones at hand l66J. 

In addition to the fact that land is limited and reclamation is a. slovv process often coupled 

\Vith environmental degradation, \Ve are also losing land at an alarming rate due to climate 

change and desertification (see Figure: 1.2.2). So there is an inc.reased need for technology 

that can reclaim desertified land for the purpose of agriculture. \Vhilc ·water is a scarce 

resource, solar energy and space is in abundance in deserts. Vertical farming technology 1vith 

its inherent 1vater efficiem:y, is a good candidate for agricnltnre in deserts. 

Fignre 1.2.1: \Vorld Population Density 

.· 
I 

·V 
·t 

Personslsq km 

<2 

2- 10 

- 11 -40 Mi/Jn~., 

- 41-100 ... - - - - - - -- 101-500 
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Figure 1.2.2: rviap of desertification vulnerability 
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1.3 Mega-cities 

Source: [80} 
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The United :'-J"ations classify a city as mega-city if it has at least 10 million inhabitants. The 

merger of core cities, suburbs and satellite towns have created huge metropolitan areas, and 

thus in recent t imes large agglomerates in the world with more than 10 million inhabitants 

have grown into mega-cities. As of 2011 there are 21 mega-cities worldwide (refer to Figure 

1.3.1). For example, the area comprising Tokyo and Yokohama, inhabited by between 33-35 

million people, is the world's largest mega-city. By land area, :'-Jew York metropolitan region, 

with a total area of 8,700 sq-km is the biggest of the lot. Mumbai/ I3ombay, which has got 

a population density of almost 30,000 people per sq-km, is the world's most crowded city. 

Until 2025, the number of people living in urban areas will probably rise to more than 5 

billion people, 90% of that increase will occur in developing countries. The explosion and 

growth of mega-cit ies worldwide may prove unsustainable, unprecedented and ecologically 
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disastrous for human civilization. By 2000, the world's mega-cities took up just 2% of the 

Earth's land surface, but they already accounted for roughly 75% of the industrial wood use, 

60% of human water use, and nearly 80% of all human produced carbon emissions [78]. 

I 25.0 

I 
g 20.0 

-~ 

]_ 
~ 15.0 

Figure 1.3.1: Mega-cities and their population 

Source: {76} 
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Figure 1.3.2: Total, urban and rural population growth 
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This is however not the end as seen in the following set of figures. Figure 1.3.2 shows the 

relative growth of population in urban and rural agglomerates as against the growth of world 

population. In order to give a perspective, figures: 1.3.3 and 1.3.4 lends a sneak peek at 
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the differential rate at which urban population is growing and the rate at which people are 

getting urbanised across the world respectively. 

:g_ 0.5 

~ 
~ 

Figure 1.3.3: Annual rate of urbanisation 

~ 0 ~~--~--~--~--~--~~--~--~--~ 

0 190 .. 
"" c: 
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l 1 

c( 

Year 

Source: {75} 

- Urban 

- Ru ral 

It is clear from the above figures that the human population is not only growing but also 

concentrating in social agglomerates. This has mixed effect on the environment. From a 

macro perspective, it means concentration of service industry and less distance to be covered 

to deliver goods and services to the doorsteps, thus cutting on emissions. From a micro 

perspective, the environment of the cities are suffering a blow, with heightened air, water, 

light and sound pollution. Vertical farms can play an important role in solving these problems. 

Specialised farms have also been conceptualised for grey water purification and also to fulfil 

specialised task of positive psychological effect and function as lungs for the city and its 

inhabitants. 
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Figure 1.3.4: Growth rate of urban and rural population 
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1.4 The silver lining 
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Agricultural science heralded phenomenal increase of productivity in industrialised nations 

in the last century. For instance, the average yield of corn in the U.S. rose from 39 to 

153 bushels per acre [41]. A comparison of U.S. farm output for the period 1948 -2008 

shows increases for all livestock and grain products. Including an 88% increase in meat 

production and a 411% increase in the output of eggs and poultry. This translates to a 

158% increase in total factor productivity for the U.S. agriculture industry. Aggregate input 

use increased a mere 0.06% annually, so the positive growth in farm sector output was very 

substantially due to productivity growth [6]. According to the USDA Economic Research 

Service, the development of new agricultural technologies including advances in genetics, 

nutrition, disease and pest control and livestock management was an important factor in 

these 20th-century productivity improvements [41, 6]. 

Land resource is finite, the dilemma of allocation of this resource further complicates this 

problem. First is the environmental dilemma and the need to minimise the negative en-

vironmental effects of agriculture particularly with regard to greenhouse gas emissions, soil 
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degradation and the protection of already dwindling '.Vater supplies and biodiversity. There

fore >ve need to employ such agricultural technologies that have a neutral or positive impact 

on our environment. The second is the economic dilemma arising from confiieting goals to 

allocate crop-land from growing food to producing grains for bio-fuels. The problems of 

protecting the environment and balancing the \Vorld's need for energy and food require a 

complex and multifaceted approach. Vertieal farming holds the promise of addressing these 

issues by enabling more food to be produced >vith less resource use. However, its economic 

as well as environmental feasibility requires rigorous scientific investigation. 



Chapter 2 

The Vertical Farm 

2.1 Definition 

Vertical farming can be defined generically as a system of commercial fanning \vhereby plants; 

animals, fungi and other life forms are cultivated for food, fuel, fibre or other products or 

services by artificially stacking them vertically above each other. 

The concept of a Vertical Farm (VF) has existed theoretically since the early 1950s, there 

arc basically three classifications debated by contemporary scholars. 

1. The phrase "vertical farming" was coined by Gilbert Ellis Bailey in his book "Vertical 

Farming11 in 1915. Bailey basically discusses an utopian concept of using explosives 

and other destructive technologies for the constructive purpose of agriculture and food 

production. He introduces the concept of underground vertical farming, something that 

is being put to practice presently in the Ketherlands [12]. 

2. The second category of vertical farming falls under the concept plant life being cultiv

ated in open air, or in mixed-use skyscrapers for climate control and consumption. This 

version of vertical farming is based upon personal or community use rather than the 

wholesale production and distribution plant and animal; in large scale. It thus requires 

less of an initial investment than a closed unit. Present application of this concept rnay 

13 
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be found in Bosco Vcrtica.lc in IVIilan. 

3. An aberrant from the above concept is peripheral vertical farming, whereby crops arc 

cultivated along the periphery of skyscrapers in moving trays, so as to uniformly provide 

them with ambient light. Such an example can be seen in the Paignton :too in the UK. 

4. The third category of vertical farming conceptualised cultivation of plant and animal 

life within skyscrapers or dosed systems for the purpose of large scale production. Such 

systems arc under trial and experimentation in numerous locations around the '\Vorld 

and borrows heavily from the international space programmes for closed system food 

production technology. 

\Vhile the concept of stacked agricultural production is not ne\v, scholars claim that a com

mercial high-rise farm such as "The Vertical Farm)' has never been built; yet extensive pho

tographic documentation and several historical books on the subject suggest that research 

on the subject was not diligently pursued. 

2.2 State of the art 

Vertical farming is steadily becoming a subject discussed broadly in political and scientific 

communities. VF is a proposed agricultural technique involving large-scale agriculture in 

urban highriscs or 11farmscrapcrs 11
• Using cutting-edge greenhouse methods and technolo

gies, like High Density Vertical Growth (HDVG); these buildings would be able to produce 

fruits) vegetables and other consumables (e.g. herbs) pharmaceutical plants) throughout the 

year. The concept foresees the grmving and harvesting of a wide range of plants in high 

density urban areas (mega cities) and the sale of these crops directly within the city com

munity, reducing the required transportation efforts as opposed to the standard rural farming 

model. The advantages for this method are the multiplication of agriculturally productive 

land (grmving in vertically mounted floors) l the increase in crop yields (by using optimised 
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barge used one-tenth of water required comparable field farm. There was no agricultural 

run-off, biological pest control was employed. Operating all year round, the yield of the 

barge could be 20 times more than crops grown in a field of the same size. Solar and wind 

energy harvesting on the barge enabled it to produce food with minimal net carbon emissions. 

But the greenhouses on the barge were only one story high, artificial lighting was hardly 

required. But stacking greenhouses on top of each other is a completely different. ballgame. 

At the present level of technology; assuming market average of 12-18% sunlight-to-electricity 

conversion efficiency, generating enough electricity using solar panels requires an area about 

20 times larger than the area being illuminated. For a skyscraper-sized hydroponic farm, 

that is presently impractical, Vertical farming might however work if it makes usc of natural 

light. 

Figure 2.2.2: Hydroponics in Manhattan 

Source: {51} 

Polar Food Growth Chambers: The South Pole Food Growth Chamber, a semi-automated 

hydroponic facility in Antarctica is used to provide each of the 65 staff of the Amundsen-Scott 

South Pole Station with at least one fresh salad a day during the winter months, when supply 

flights to the station are extremely limited. The chamber has a floor area of 22 square meters 

and produces a wide range of fruit and vegetables with the help of controlled hydroponics. 

It. does, however, require artificial lighting during winter months due to lack of natural light.. 

DLR is presently involved in developing a similar system for the polar missions of Alfred 

\Vegener Institute, Germany. 
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Figure 2.2.3: The South Pole Food Grmvth Chamber 

Source: /18} 

Omega Garden [55]: The Farmdominium or the Vertical Farming system of Omega 

Gardens comprises of carousels ·which is made up of 36 Volksga.rden modules. Each Yolks

garden rnodule has approximately 20 foot square surface grO\ving area.. Rotary motion effect 

on plants shmvs an increase in growth rates of up to a factor of five observed. IIoriy;onta1 

carousel frame conforms to inter-modal shipping container specifications for easy shipping, 

and sta.cking. The Fa.nndominimn is designed to be a fully automated system. Each rota.ting 

garden is a rnodulc that can be removed from the carousel if required. In turn each contain

erized carousel is a movable module in the larger system. This startup is based in British 

Columbia, Canarla. 

Figure 2.2.4: The Volksgarden and Fanndorniniurn 

Source: (55/ 
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Urban Rooftop Farming [13]: I3right.Farms designs, finances, builds and operates single 

storied hydroponic greenhouse farms at supermarkets~ eliminating time, distance and cost 

from the food supply chain. The supermarket agrees to buy the produce and owns the 

farm, \vhile BrightFarms builds it and runs it [13]. Some of their projects include, lVlcCaf

frey's I\1arkets, Cotham Greens, Cypress Hills Community School, :.\Tanhattan School For 

Children, and "\'/hole f()()ds l'viarkct. The present trend is in the direction of utilising the 

spac<~ available on urban rooftops and t.o pursue urban farming rather than vertical farming. 

BrighLFarms Systems, is working with Gotham Greens, to ercaLc the world's firsL commer

cial urban hydroponic farm in Brooklyn. The 15,000 square-foot rooft.op facility produces 

30 t.onnes of vegetables a year which is sold in local stores under the Gotham Greens brand 

name [35]. Such concepts will take off only \vhen sil':eable number of consumers opt for locally 

grown produce over imported or inorganicall:y grown food even at a prernium. How·ever, it 

is clear that rooftop farming is definitely a first step before technology catches up to enable 

conunercialisation of vertical farms. 

Figure 2.2.5: BrightFarrns 

Soun;e: /18} 

Urban Vertical Forests [4]: Bosco Verticale (Vertical Fore:st) is a space saving approach 

for metropolitan reforestation that contributes to the regeneration of the environment and 

urban biodiversity without having to dedicate prime real estate in the middle of a metropolis 

for the purpose of ccoscrviccs. It is a model for implementation of policies for reforestation 
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Figure 2.2.8: PlantLab, The Netherlands 

Source: {59} 

VertiCrop, Canada [83]: The VerticCrop system ensures an even distribution of light 

and air flow, using energy equivalent to running a desktop computer for ten hours a day it 

ca.n produce 500,000 lettuces a year [83]. Growing the same crop in fields would require seven 

times more energy and up to 20 times more land using 8% of the normal water consumption 

used to irrigate field crops. VertiCrop uses multiple layers of stacked trays that operate within 

a single-story greenhouse, where natural light enters from above, as well as from the sides. 

So it is not a prototype for vertical farms. Each floor rotates its crops past the windows so 

that all plants receive an equal amount of natural light. This idea involves the integration of 

vertical farms into buildings and offices, with plants growing around the edges of the building, 

between two glass layers and rotating on a conveyor. This solves the natural-light problem 

for indoor agriculture, acts as a passive form of climate control for the buildings and also has 

a positive psychological effect on the residents [65, 64]. But the area available remains much 

smaller. 
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Figure 2.2.9: The VertiCrop system 

Sou:rce: {88/ 

Plantagon Stockholm, Sweden [58]: Plantagon systems uses a variant technology 

between a vertical farm and a moving platform like in VertiCrop. The crops are planted 

on the top and they slowly move down in spiral, receiving inter-cultural practices until it 

completes its cultivation cycle and is harvested at the lower levels of the building. This system 

saves energy for lighting and heating but also restricts the whole system for cultivation of a 

single crop. 

Figure 2.2.10: Plantagon towers, Sweden 

SauTee: {58} 

SyrnbioCity a project of Plantagon featuring urban agriculture takes a holistic approach to 

sustainable development. The urban agrieult.ure offer proposes a new way to eultivate food 

by building vertical greenhouses that reduce transport costs and emissions. \Vith a ground 

footprint of 10,000 m2
, a vertieal greenhouse represents the equivalent of 100,000 m2 of 

arable land, well suited to growing vegetables, grain and other crops all year round. Own 
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Figure 2.2.11: Vertical Farm concepts 

Source: {21} 



Chapter 3 

Research Questions 

In the later half of the last century ad·va.nces in genetic engineering, plant nutrition) disease 

and pest control and livestock management enabled phenomenal growth in agricultural pro

duction. This helped us combat many impending famines around the ·world. Today \Ve stand 

at a. similar event horizon. Impending population explosion has brought us back to square 

one. By 2050 we need to double our food production. Given exponential rise of population; 

\Ve must avoid a situation whereby \Ve are called to double it again in ten years after that. 

\Ve need to device methods to increase food production many times over, while conserving 

our resources at the same time. 

In order to do a market analysis of the VF technology and assess its viability, feasibility and 

replicability one should ask the following questions: 

1. Is vertical farming the next chapter of a long due green revolution- Does it increase 

food production many folds as compared to traditional agriculture? 

2. Even if it multiplies the food production many times over, will it be possible to construct 

such a complex system from an engineering perspective? 

3. \Vhat will such a farm cost- And ·what ·will a kilogram of food c:rop produced in such 

a. farm cost? 

26 
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4. Given the tcdmical complexity and economic factors, where arc the potential markets 

for such a technology? And lww many of these towers can be projected to be built in 

the short and long term? 

3.1 Methodology 

To ans·wcr the above questions, inter-disciplinary research is required. The first question 

can be ansvvered through the second answer. For empirical data, one has to tap on to the 

advances in space agriculture as well as structural engineering and industrial engineering. 

\Vith the help of a concurrent engineering study conducted at the DLR-ISS, a detailed system 

design vvas worked out. This elucidated the details of equipmentation, power and structural 

requirement for the Agricultural, Aquacultural, Food Processing and \Va..c;tc IVIanagcmcnt 

sub-systems ·with reference to the lighting, ·water and nutrient delivery and environmental 

regulation domains. 

\Vith the draft system in hand, methods of production economics and cost accountancy vvas 

applied to determine the fixed and operational cost and arrive at the cost of a kilogram of 

food crop produced in a VF. For the market analysis. since the plan is in a concept phase, 

market surveys had to be ruled out. A S\VOT analysis was done through literature revie·w 

and desktop research. Further, the market potential of this tcdmology was estimated though 

logical derivations. 

The follmving part discusses the system in detail \Vith regards to the respective sub-systems 

and domains. thereby commenting of the engineering feasibility. The third part draws on 

from the second one, to present the cost analysis, deriving the cost of unit biomass. The 

fourth part is dedicated to the market analysis based on the findings of the previous two parts. 

Here the market segmentation, the S\\'OT analysis and the market opportunities as well as 

the market share for different application have been discussed. The last part summarises the 

result, presents a list of research questions and concludes this ·work. 
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System Design 
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In order to assess the market opportunities of vertical farms, one should find a. market for 

the products grown in such a farm. Therefore, one should find out how much it costs to 

produce crops in vertical farms and whether such produces can compete ·with conventionally 

grown produces in terms of price. Although the carbon footprint of such produce is lower, 

post harvest costs a.re lower, quantifying these costs require imposition of pigouvian taxes 

on fruits and vegetables on the supermarket shelves. Since this is a monumental research 

endeavour, definitely beyond the scope of a master thesis, it is appropriate to concentrate on 

the cost comparison method. \Vith this, one can argue that places where the price of crops 

grown in Vertical farms are less or at least same as the price of (TOps grown c.onventiona.lly, are 

the places where such technology may find home. For that matter, a concurrent engineering 

study 1-vas conceived at the DLR-ISS in Bremen, where the cost of producing a kilo gram of 

mixed salad in a. VF was worked out. In the follmving chaprers rhe tentative design for a 

VF is being presented. It has been arrived at, through a brainstorming session involving 11 

engineers and biologists. It is not the only possible design but a close approximation of a 

realistic one, 'vhich helps in making assumptions about the requirements and clra";ring cost 

estimations. 

Figure 3.1.1: Rendering of the Vertical farm in Berlin 
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Concurrent Engineering Study 

To investigate and define the technical concept of a Vertical Farm) a Concurrent Engineering 

(CE) Study at DLR Bremen 'vas performed. The CE-study comprised the analysis and the 

development of all subsystems necessary for a VF, to arrive at an estimation of the cost of 

producing an unit of biomass. 

The applied Concurrent Engineering (CE) process is based on the optimization of the con

ventional established design process characterized by centralized and sequential engineering 

(sec Figme: 4.0.1 top). Simultaneous presence of all relevant disciplinc:s specialist within one 

location and the utilization of a common data handling tool enable efficient communication 

among the set of integrated subsystems (sec Figure 4.2.2). 

30 
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Figure 4.0.1: The Concurrent Design approach compared to projections of conventional de
stgn process 
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4.1 Objective: Cost estimation 

The technologies required for the Vertical Farm are already available. Until now, however, 

there has been no study to design a Vertical Farm and determine the costs and earnings 

associated \ViLh it. The objective of Lhis study, therefore, is to determine Lhe economic 

feasibility of a Vertical Farm. 

To achieve this goal it is necessary to analyse all the different capital and operating costs, 

such as building costs or power and equipment costs, vd1ich are needed for the Vertical Farm 

to function. By comparing the total costs with the production of the Vertical Farm, it is 

possible to determine an average price for the food produced in the Vertical Farm. 

\Vhile the Vertical Farm provides clear advantages over traditional agriculture by offering 

the possibility of increased grow area and reduced transport costs, the eventual success still 
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Chapter 5 

Systems 

The start of any CE-stud:y or design should be to determine the functions the final design 

should have and how these functions can best be grouped together in specific systems. This 

is especially important for CE-studies or design projects carried out by multiple people) 

since different people vvill be working on different systems. If the systems arc not properly 

defined; there is an increased risk that the final system designs, ·when combined; do not yield 

the desired overall performance. Hence, this chapter presents the initial system analysis for 

the Vertical Farm. A Functional Breakdown is given, as vvcll as Subsystem and Interface 

Definitions. 

5.1 Requirements 

The pnmary function of the Vertical Farm is to produce edible biomass, either through 

crop cultivation or animal husbandry. Based on this requirement on the Vertical Farm, it 

is immediately possible to determine several other requirements. For example, it vvill be 

necessary to provide food (for animals) and nutrients (for crops) in specific quantities at 

precise times. Additionally, it will be necessary to manage the by-products of the edible 

biomass production, such as inedible biomass or trace gases. 

A (partial) overview of the different functions which need to be fulfilled by the Vertical Farm; 
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CHAPTER 6. SUPERSTRUCTURE 

Figure 6.0.1: Layout of the Vertical Farm 
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13ased on requirements from other subsystems, the dimensions of the base \Vere selected 

to be 44 by 44 meters for the exterior structure. Only the inner 40 by 40 meters were 

available to the subsystems for their design calculations, while the remaining 2 meters on all 

sides was reserved for columns and air ducts leading from the plant cultivation floors to the 

environmental control floors. 

The Vertical Farm should have an above average floor-to-ceiling height to better accornrnod-

ate multiple stacks of crops per floor. Thus a floor-to-ceiling height of 3.5 meters \vas selected. 

The ceiling thickness value \vas taken to be 1 meter, leading to a floor-to-floor height of 4.5 

meters. The st.mctnral ma.terial for the floor was selected t.o he n~inforced concrete. \Vit.h 37 

floors, the total height of the building carne out a.t 167.5 meters. 
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6.2 Design elements 
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A total building height of 167.5 meters, with a length (and vvidth) of 44 meters, gtves an 

aspect ratio of 3.81. \Vhile this is quite lmv for high-rise buildings, with the .Tin :\Iao Tmver 

having an aspect ratio of 7.8 [38] for example, it does mean that the structural design can 

be rather straightforward. From l38j it can be found that for aspect ratios of 7 or luwer, a 

building docs not necessarily need a central structural core. Instead exterior tube frames or 

braced tube systems will be able to provide sufficient structural support. 

However) since no calculations were carried out, it \Vas felt that it ·would be better to have 

a combination of (somewhat) central, internal columns and columns at the outer edges of 

the building. Aside from the column placement) the superstructure vvill have to contain 

elevators and stairs to allow personnel to move between floors. Since the building has to 

adhere to safety regulations, it was decided to have two sets of stairs and elevators. This 

'.Vay, the distanee bctvvecn any particular place on a floor and the staircase is less than the 

maximum allowable distance. Furthermore, based on the L"nited I\ations' requirements on 

(emergency) staircases l7 4j, specific dimensions for the stair well could be determined. It was 

assumed for simplicity that the elevator shaft ·would be equal to the stairwell in size. A more 

detailed design should determine how many elevators are required to deal \vith the personnel 

demands , and '.vhether or not the elevator shaft size is sufficient. 

A large freight elevator shaft was placed in the centre of the building, running from the 

entrance floor down to the \Vaste .rvlanagement Floors. This freight elevator is big enough 

to allmv a forklift truck to enter and exit the elevator, allowing for waste to be transported 

out of the building or between the \Vaste .rvianagement Floors, see Figure 6. 2.1a. The freight 

elevator shaft is the same size as the large air channels running from the Environmental 

Control Floors to the Plant Cultivation Floors. Air flows down these channels and into 

the different Plant Cultivation Floors and is guided into the Plant Grow Units through air 

ducts. After passing through the Plant Grow L"nits, the air flows into a central duct which 

leads the air out into ducts at the sides of the building which guide the flow back up to the 
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Environmental Control Floor, see Figure 6.2.1b. 

Figure 6. 2.1: Section view of the inside of the Vertical Farm 
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Chapter 7 

Agricultural Sub-system 

The summary of the system and related assumptions are to be found in Table 7.1. It is limited 

by the building parameters. A list of 10 plants (shmvn in the first column) was chosen 

for calculation of yields produced in VF building. Criteria for selection \Vere availability 

of parametric data for cultivation and yield in artificial environment and a relatively high 

biomass output [49, 86, 85, 44, 63, 14, 16]. Besides, the cost of producing a palette of product 

instead of a monoculture enables the reader to make rough assumptions about the cost of 

produeing one or a subset of these crops. 

The plants are classified by morphological features, plant shape and their requirements in 

terms of volume and area into 4 categories namely: root/ tuber crops (carrots. radish, potato), 

fruit crops (tomato, pepper, stra:wberry), vines (peas) and leafy vegetables (cabbage, lettuce, 

spinach). The second column gives information about observed grovvth periods for each plant 

( cultivar initiation to harvest), which gives us an overview of the time dimension and munber 

of harvests one can drmv per year. This greatly influences the grmvth cycles. The following 

columns arc about the space requirement and space allocation per crop. The respective 

planting areas per floor (multiple of effective floor area and the number of possible stacks) is 

to be found in column 6. Planting area per crop is defined mainly by number of floors and 

number of plant shelves allocated, dependent on the space requirement of the plants. 
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CROPS 
PHOTOPERIOD 

(hrslday) 

CARROTS 16 
RADISH 16 
POTA TOES 12 
TOMATOES 12 
PEPPER 12 
STRAW BERRY 12 
PEAS 12 

CABBAGE 16 
LETTUCE 16 
SPINACH 16 
TOTAL 

Table 7.1: Space-time requirements of crops 

PPF 
MATURE PLANT 

GROWTH PLANT HEIGHT ROOT ZONE 
SPACING 

(mol/m 2day) PERIOD (days) [m] DEPTH[m] 
[mXm] 

17 75 025 030 020 
17 25 0.20 0.30 0.20 
28 132 065 040 030 
27 85 0.40 0.20 0.21 
27 85 040 02 0 030 
22 85 0.55 0.20 0.46 
24 75 0.25 0 15 0 51 
17 85 0.35 0. 15 0.38 
17 28 0.25 0. 15 0.21 
17 30 0.25 0. 15 0.31 

Source:/49} 

Floor Height [m]: 
Floor Length [m]: 
Floor Width [m]: 
Floor Area [m"]: 
Effective Floor Area (excluding stuctural features) [m"): 
Growth Area Ratio: 
Structure between Stacks [m]: 

NO. OF 
STACKS PER 

FLOOR 

5 
5 
3 
4 
4 
4 
6 
5 
6 
6 

116 

3 
40 
40 

1600 
918 

0.57 
0.10 

EFFECTIVE NO. OF 
TOTAL AREA 

AREA PER FLOORS 

FLOOR(m2
) ALLOCATED 

(m') 

3,672 2 7344 
4,590 1 4500 
1,836 5 9180 
3,672 3 11016 
3,672 2 7344 
5,508 1 5508 
2,754 4 11016 

4,590 2 9180 
5,508 4 22032 
5,508 1 5508 

26 92,718 
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7.1 System Description 
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The Vertical Farm has to provide the proper conditions for the different crop types to grO"w 

from seeds until the plants can be harvested. It is envisioned that the initial germination of 

the seeds is done on a specialized Germination Floor: see Figure 9, ·while the later stages of 

the plant life cycles take place on the Plant Cultivation Floors. 

7.1.1 Germination Floor 

The Germination Floor, as shovm in Figure 7.1.1, contains 12 Germination Units. There is 

no exact calculation on the number of seeds ·which can be placed in one Germination Unit 

at a time, but it is estimated that 12 Germination L"nits should be able to supply sufficient 

seeds for the Plant Cultivation Floors to operate at full capacity. 

Aside from the Germination L" nits, there arc two rooms for seed storage. These tvvo rooms 

could, if necessary, maintain different environmental conditions to optimally preserve the 

seeds. It is estimated that based on the size of plant seeds, these tvw rooms should be able 

to hold enough seeds for several years of plant cultivation in the Vertical Farm. 

Between the germination area and the seed storage area there is a room ·which houses the 

nutrient and water tanks, along vvith some pumps and heat exchangers. This room controls 

the conditions in the Germination Unit, ensuring that the seeds are kept at the required 

conditions. 

The Germination Floor also has a room for trolley storage and seeding of the grow pallets. 

The trolleys can be used to move seeds or grovv pallets from room to room, or even to 

other floors, while the seeding area. is used to place seeds on grmv pallets at predetermined 

distances. 

The floor has another additional storage room, a laboratory area and a cleaning area. The 

storage room is used to store grow pallets and grow lids, as well as any equipment which may 

be required. The laboratory area is a room ·where seed and plant specimens can be examined: 
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Figure 7.1.2: Layout for Crop Floors 
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In Table 7.2 production capacity for the VF is summarized. In order to avoid peaks and 

troughs of labour requirement, production is planned in lagged cycles. Each floor is divided 

into 8 chambers, and they are planted with the same crop at 7 days interval. This also ensures 

a steady supply of the produce to the centres of demand, without having to shoulder the 

responsibility of storing and refrigeration. A steady supply also makes it possible to directly 

sell value added products. 

The entire estimation is based on the daily yield of edible plant mass (column 5), in addition 

to the cropping pattern. The second column gives a number of chambers harvested per year 

per crop. The third column shows the edible biomass output per chamber per crop. The 

fourth columns presents the yield values per year with conservative hydroponic cultivation. 

Increased yields, derived from advanced cultivation methods as elevated C -levels and aero-

ponies are reported in the last two columns. The rest are derived from the other values, gives 

the reader an overview of the production capacity. 
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Table 7.:3: Inedible Plant biomass Production 

YIELD PER 
HARVESTED TOTAL DAILY YIELD 
CHAMBER ANNUAL YIELD DAILY YIELD PER FLOOR TOTAL DAILY 

(TONS) (TONS) (g/m2d) (kg/d) YIELD (kg/d) 
CARROTS 2 165 60 220 440 
RADISH 1 92 55 252 252 
POTATOES 3 328 90 166 828 
TOMATOES 5 537 127 468 1404 
PEPPER 5 358 127 468 936 
STRAWBERRY 8 304 144 443 1774 
PEAS 4 665 161 796 796 
CABBAGE 0 24 7 31 62 
LETTUCE 0 59 7 40 161 
SPINACH 0 7 40 40 
PLANT MASS 
PLANT MASS PER DAY 6.98 
PLANT MASS PER WEEK 48.97 

Sumo::: /49/ 

7.4 Labour Requiren1ents 

The aforementioned cropping eyde creat.es a continuous sowing anrl harvesting loop. The 

total number of sowing and harvest events is 215 in :·H)5 days in which a total of ()88,385.25 

m or 69 ha is sown and harvested every year. Clashing events in harvest, when different 

crop cultivars have to be harvested at the same day, may increase work intensities for some 

days. Ho-..vever since this does nol. require any specialised skill set., labom lr>rce !'rom oLher 

departments can be pooled in during snch peak periods. The cyde assumes every fioor to 

he planted in 8 intervals; if this is replicated for each crop by multiplying the chambers per 

floor by the number of floors, the work load distribution would be even more uniform. For 

example, potato is grown in ;) floors and it is assumed that every time 5 chambers ( 1 in each 

floor) are sown and harvesLed per event.. H t.he cycle is exl.ended by sowing only on chamber 

in 7 days interval, l.he product-ion and labour requirement. will be bol.h more unil'orm. 

In order t.o keep the labour reqnirement.s economical; we consider the area to be harvested 

per event. As seen in Table 7.4, the work load is dassified on the basis of area harvested. 

So there are 103 events when less than 2000 m ami only ~12 events when more thau 6000 
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m of total stack area are harvested. A weighted average is being made to arrive at the area 

cultivated on an average. To handle a stack area. of 403 m2 per hour (harvest and preparation 

of new seed trays) an estimated work force of 6 - 10 \vorkers (based on 8 h work time per 

day) should suffice. For peak periods (>-4000 m2 ) a inter-departmental transfer of personnel 

may be planned. 

Table 7.4: Labour requirement 

LABOUR REQUIREMENTS AREA HARVESTED (m 2
) 

CATEGORIES 
NUMBER OF EVENTS 
TOTAL AREA HARVESTED IN A YEAR (ha) 

AVERAGE AREA HARVESTED PER DAY (m 2
) 

AVERAGE AREA HARVESTED PER HOUR (m2) 

AVERAGE AREA HARVESTED PER MIN (m 2
) 

7.5 List of Equipments 

<2000 
103 

2000-3999 4000-5999 
27 43 

68.84 

3,223 

403 

7 

>6000 
42 

The Germination and Cleaning Floor, along with the 25 Plant Cultivation Floors produce 

about 4000 tons of edible crop biomass per year. To achieve this, certain equipment needs 

to be present in the Vertical Farm. For the Germination and Cleaning Floor, for example~ 

a. number of Germination Cnits arc required, while the Plant Cultivation Floors need Grmv 

Units, among other things. It. is possible to determine the total set-up cost of these floors, 

by creating a list of required equipment and estimating the cost as shown in the Table: 7.5. 
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Table 7.5: List of Equipmcnts for agricultural sub-system 

Nutrient tanks 
Water buffer tank 
Pump 

Units[-] 

12 
3 
3 
1 

Heat exchang,_,e.:..r -------------....:.01 
Storage cabinets 20 
Trolleys 10 
Lab equipment 1 
Work space I desks 3 

Nutrient tanks 

400 
1500 

100 
100 
100 
100 
50 

110000 

02 



Chapter 8 

Aquacultural Sub-system 

The fish farm serves as \vaste disposal, nutrient source and food production within the VF. 

It will add to the efficiency of the farm by utilizing irrigated water from plants as well as 

plant. \vaste Lo create food in the form of edible fish biomass. This process is also often called 

Aquaponics and is illustrated in Figure 8.0.1. 

Figure 8.0.1: Aquaponics cycle 
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8.1 Fish selection 

There arc several species of fish virl1ich are used tlnoughout the world witllin aquaculture, 

most notably carp, catfish, salmon and tilapia. Of these fish, Tilapia has been chosen because 
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of the following advantages: 

• Feed Tilapia is able to consume a 'vide range of feed, which makes it very adaptable 

to a VF 

• \Vater temperature - The tropical \Vater temperature required by tilapia is ideal for a 

VF as heat run-off from LED lighting can be used as heating for the tanks 

• Growth speed Tilapia fish arc very efficient in transforming feed into animal protein, 

the feed/fish mass ratio ranges from 1.5 to 2 depending on \Vater conditions and feed 

quality 

• :'vlercury levels- Tilapia have natural low mercury levels 

• Taste The moderate fish taste of tilapia makes it a widely eaten and acceptable taste 

Some drawbacks that should be coped with indude: 

• Low levels of omega-3 and high levels of omega-6 make the fish relatively unhealthy 

• Intensive farming requires high protein food \vhieh is not present within the inedible 

mass produced by the agricultural part of the VF 

8. 2 Baseline Design 

The design is based on a balanced production eyde, whieh aims to optimi:te the produc

tion bet\veen the different maturity stages and corresponding tanks. The different feeding 

requirements per maturity stage are illustrated in the Table: 8.1. 
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Table 8.1: Tilapia. feed requirements 

Recommended stocking and feeding rates for different sze groups of tilapia in tanks and estimated growth rates 
Stocking Weight G th P . d F d' R te Average feed requirement per day Total feed requirement 

Rate Initial Final row eno ee mg a 

8000 0.02 1 30 17% 0.0884 2.652 
3200 1 5 30 12% 0.42 12.6 
1600 5 20 30 8% 1.2 36 
1000 20 50 30 6% 2.7 81 
500 50 100 30 4% 3.5 105 
200 100 250 50 2% 4.5 225 
100 250 450 70 1% 5.7 399 

Total 270.00 861.25 
Efficiency Weight of feed/Weight of fish 1.91 

To balance produetion and decrease handling cost, 5 different tanks size are chosen \Vhieh 

are optimi:ted to the desired production volume of close to 700 fish per day per floor (refer 

to Table s.:J). This requirement has led to the follmving floor layout and floor design (shown 

in Figure 8.2.1 ). The yield of edible and inedible fish biomass is tabulated in Table 8.2. It 

leads to a total estimated production of 341 tons of fish per year, with 137 tons of edible fish 

fillet (details arc discussed in 15.2). 

Table 8.2: Aquaculture yield 

Parameters Amount Unit 
Total production Bottleneck controlled 
production (per floor): 693 Fish 
Floor capacity 3 Floors 
Total production 2,078 Fish/day 
Total weight offish 935 kg/day 
Feed requirements of biomass per day 1, 790 kg/day 
Waste per day 855 kg/day 
Fish-meal (non-edible fish) 561 kg/day 
Edible fish (fish filet) 374 kg/day 
Fish 341 Ton/year 
Edible fish (fish filet) 137 Ton/year 
Yield 30 % 
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Figure 8.2.1: Layout of Fish floor 
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Table 8.3: Design parameters of the Aquaponic system 

Aquaponic System 
Growout Tank (Fry) 

Parameter Amount Unit 
Diametre 3.5 m 
Radius 1.75 m 
Depth 0.3 m 

Surface area 9.6211275 m2 

Capacity 2.8863383 m3 

Weight of fish 0,02 to 1 grams 

Stocking Rate 8000 fish/m3 

Tanks 1 tank 

Growth Period 30 days 

Fish Capacity 23090.706 fish 

Avarage Fish output 769.6902 per day 

Growout Tank (f!)') 

Diametre 

Radius 

Depth 

Surface area 

Capacity 

Weight of fish 

Stocking Rate 

Tanks 

Growth Period 

Capacity 

Avarage Fish output 

3.5 m 
1.75 m 

0.7 m 
9.6211275 m2 

6.7347893 m3 

1 to 5 grams 

3200 fish /m3 

1 tank 

30 days 

21551.326 fish 

718.37752 per day 

Growout Tank '~' 
Diametre 

Radius 

Depth 

Surface area 

Capacity 

Weight of fish 

Stocking Rate 

Tanks 

Growth Period 

Capacity 

Avarage Fish output 

3.5 m 

1.75 m 
1.4 m 

9.6211275 m2 

13.469579 m3 

5 to 20 grams 

1600 fish /m3 

1 tank 

30 days 

21551.326 fish 

718.37752 per day 
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Culture Tank 1 
Diametre 

Radius 
Depth 

Surface area 

Capacity 
Weight of fish 

Stocking Rate 
Tanks 
Growth Period 
Capacity 
Avarage Fish output 

3.5 m 

1.75 m 
1.2 m 

9.6211275 m2 

11.545353 m3 

20 to 50 grams 

1000 fish /m3 

2 tank 
30 days 

23090.706 fish 
769.6902 per day 

Culture Tank 2 
Diametre 
Radius 
Depth 

Surface area 

Capacity 
Weight of fish 

Stocking Rate 
Tanks 
Growth Period 
Capacity 
Avarage Fish output 

7m 
3.5 m 
1.8 m 

38.48451 m2 

69.272118 m3 

50 to 100 grams 

500 fish/m3 

1 tank 
30 days 

34636.059 fish 
1154.5353 per day 

Culture Tank 3 
Diametre 
Radius 
Depth 

Surface area 

Capacity 
Weight of fish 

Stocking Rate 
Tanks 
Growth Period 
Capacity 
Avarage Fish output 

7m 
3.5 m 
1.8 m 

38.48451 m2 

69.272118 m3 

100 to 250 grams 

200 fish /m3 

3 tank 
50 days 

41563.271 fish 
831.26542 per day 

Culture Tank 4 
Diametre 
Radius 
Depth 

Surface area 

Capacity 
Weight of fish 

Stocking Rate 
Tanks 
Growth Period 
Capacity 
Avarage Fish output 

7m 
3.5 m 
1.8 m 

38.48451 m2 

69.272118 m3 

250 to 450 grams 

100 fish /m3 

7 tank 
70 days 

48490.483 fish 
692.72118 per day 
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8.3 List of Equip1nents 

The first initial list of equipmcnts required for the aquaculture system arc listed m the 

follmving Table: 

Table 8.4: List of Equiprncnts for aquacultural sub-system 

Tanks 
Culture tanks 
Gro\NOut tanks 
Water Treatment 

Required amount 

1~ 
33 

Ligui-Cell Membrane contractors 6 
Nitrification and denitrification system 6 
Oxygenation sy..,_s_te_m _____________ ....,..,.,6 
Slud e removal sy=st=e.:..:.m:...._ ___________ 1..:....::..<6 
Solid waste removal system 6 
UV Lighting (Bacteria Annihilation) 6 
Sensors 
AlkalinitY-~s"'-en..,s,o""rs,_ _____________ .16""' 
Ammonia sensor 16 
C02 sensor 16 
Nitrogen Oxide levels 16 
q~ygen sensor 16 
pH sensor 16 
Thermonitor 16 
Water flow sensor 16 
Water level sensor 16 
Logistics 
Feeding~tem 16 
Hapas 800 
Heatioo sys~t""e .... m:...._ _____________ _.16""' 
Low level lighting 16 

PumQ~-----------------3~2 
Sorting table 12 

~~---------------~3 

1790kg/d 
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Lighting Domain 

The debate bet\veen use of natural light against artificial lighting is foremost for designers 

dealing 'Nith the energy eonsumption question. Artifieial lighting is ehoscn for the eurrcnt 

design vvith the following factors influencing the choice: 

• Vertical farms are typically designed for Polar Regions, deserts, mega-cities, where 

the availability of ambient light is limited or not conducive. For example, Polar Regions 

have long winters where the sunlight is unavailable, 'vhcrcas in deserts the light intensity 

might be uncongenial for many plants. 

• Plant growth docs not depend on the full spcetrum of sunlight. Plant growth ean be 

optimi11ed for a faster and a greater yield \vith artificial lighting. 

• Unlike sunlight, artifieial lights can be eustomizcd for plant growth. Customization 

may be based on the type of plant being cultivated, the stage of cultivation and the 

photo-period required by the plants, specific ranges of spectrum, luminous efficacy etc. 

9.1 LED technology for lighting 

LED (Light Emitting Diode) technology is chosen for the current VF design ·with its vari

ous advantages over other artificial lighting technologies. LED emit a low level of thermal 
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Figure 9.2.2: Response of chlorophyll compared to the spectrum of the LED panel 

Chlorophyll a 

600 

Wavelength of light (nm) 

Sour-ce: ['l'lj 

The selected plant species have different illumination requirements in terms of PPF (Pho-

tosynthetic Photon Flux). Therefore, the panels are not operated at maximum power. The 

panels will be operated on different pmver levels depending on the PPF requirements of the 

plant species. Furthermore, the desired duration of illumination is adapted to the needs of 

the plants, leading to 12 - 16 hours periods depending on the plant species (refer to Table 

7.1). For the reduction of the power demand, the LED will be operated in a shutter sequence, 

which means that the LED arc frequently turned on and off with a defined frequency. Invest-

igations in plant response showed, that shuttering of LED do not affect the development and 

growing of plants, but can drastically reduce the required electrical energy. For the pawer 

calculations during this study a shutter factor of 0.9 is assumed [49], which means that out 

of a given photo-period the LED will remain off for 10% of the time. However, this vvill not 

be noticed by the plants since the frequency is kept high enough not to let the chlorophyll 

molecules reach ground state. Furthermore, younger plants need less illumination than adult 

ones. Consequently, the power demand of LED panels used for the illumination of young 

plants and seedlings is low. For the power estimations a plant development factor of 0.8125 

is assumed [49]. This is because during initial phases a plant can not take light for the entire 

photo-period so taking all the phases into account only 80% (approximately) of the total 
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energy needs to be spent for the entire growth cycle. Table 9.2 shows the pmver and energy 

demands per ftoor -vvith respect to the different plant species; while Table 9.3 shows the total 

pmver and energy demand of the plant lighting system. 

Table 9.2: Power and energy demand for the lighting system in the different growth fioors 

CROPS PPF Demand Photo eriod [h): Pow er Demand Energy Demand 
[J.Jmol/(m"*s)]: P per Floor [kW]: per Floor [kWh]: 

Carrots 196,8 16.00 185.00 2,954.00 

Radish 196,8 16.00 231.00 3,693.00 

Potatoes 324,1 12.00 152.00 1,825.00 

Tomatoes 312,5 12.00 293.00 3,519.00 

Pepper 312,5 12.00 293.00 3,519.00 

Pea 277,8 12.00 196.00 2,346.00 

Straw berry 254,6 12.00 358.00 4,301.00 

Cabbage 196,8 16.00 231.00 3,693.00 
Lettuce 196,8 16.00 277.00 4,431.00 
Spinach 196,8 16.00 277.00 4,431.00 

Table 9.3: Total pmver and energy demand with correction factor 

c cf T tal p Total Energy Total Energy 
orre IOn o ower Demand Demand 

Factors Included Demand [kW]: [kWh/day]: [kWh/month]: 

16 h Period 2446,47 28623,6 858709,3 

12 h Period 3366,94 29544,9 886348,1 
Toml --~--~~~1~3~,4?1 ------~~~1u~,&~----~17~~~~7~,4~-l 



Chapter 10 

Fluid Delivery Domain 

The fluid delivery system of this VF has special requirements not only because it must provide 

the water necessary for all the subsystems of the building and handle the sevvage management 

as any normal industrial building, but also because it must provide the required nutrients for 

all the different crops as well as function as an irrigation system. 

10.1 Requirements and Design Drivers 

The entire system is based on the simple idea of having in the top of the building, a. floor 

vvhere the vvater and each nutrient are stored separately in different tanks by a powerful 

pump system located in the bottom of the building. Caused by the pressure of the fluids 

stored in those tanks, they ean easily be distributed to the subsystems of each floor by a 

common piping system \Vith no additional requirements. This storage floor is named NDS 

floor (Nutrient Delivery System floor). Apart from the growing floors, the rest of the floors 

require a standard fluid delivery system of any industrial building. Therefore, the subsystems 

of the growing floors arc the only subsystem explained in depth in this ehapter. 

These subsystems are based on the aeroponic system, lately used by 1\ASA for its Green

houses bio-regenerative growth chambers. In short , it involves spraying a nutrient solution 

(exact solution of the nutrients required by the plant) directly to its roots vvhich remain 
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suspended in the air \Vith no soil, as displayed in the following figure. 

Figure 10.1.1: Standard aeroponic system 

Fog or Spray THE AEROPONIC SYSTEM 

Growing Chamber 

Pump 

According to AgriHouse~ Inc.) grmvers choosing to employ the aeroponics method can reduce 

\Vater usage by 90%, fertilizer usage by GO%, and pesticide usage by 100%, all while maximiz

ing their crop yields by 45 to 75% [2 j. 13y conserving ·water and eliminating harmful pesticides 

a.nd fertilizers used in soil, growers arc doing their part to protect the Earth. 1Iorcovcr, the 

NASA Small Business Innovation Research (SI3IR) results demonstrated that this aeroponie 

technology delivers an 80-85% increase in dry weight biomass per square meter, when com

pared to hydroponic and soil-based growing techniques. These results essentially proved that 

aeroponically grmvn plants absorb more nutrients compared to other growing techniques [50j. 

In order to optimize the produced crop in terms of quantity and qualit,y, the nutrient solution 

must contain the exact composition of nutrient) sprayed in the optimal frequency) controlled 

by a computer. In addition, it must be also mentioned that not only each crop requires a 

different amount of its own optimum composition of nutrient solution, but also each grmving 

phase of the crop 1vill require a different one. Obviously, the optimal concentration is a 

matter of further research. However, this means that one aeroponic system will be required 

for every chamber in a floor (since it contains stacks with the same crop in the case phase), 

therefore, 8 aeroponic subsy~tcrn~ must be in~tallcd per floor. 
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Figure 10.1.2: Layout of NSD Floor 
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The estimation is based on the fact that the plants uptake a certain amount of water in 

which one part becomes part of the biomass of the plant - an average of 90% of the crops 

biomass is only water - and the rest, which is the greatest part, is transpired out (refer to 

Table 10.1 for details). Consumption of water, approximately 217,000 l of water are required 

by the building per day out of which about 14,000 l is assimilated and leaves the tower in 

the form of produce and waste. 

Obviously, the amount of water that is sprayed in each aeroponic subsystem is higher inas-

much as all the water will not reach the roots of the plants; nevertheless, this amount of 

water is directly recirculated to the water-recycling system to be processed and sprayed 

again, thereby closing the loop. In addition, with an appropriate water-recycling system as 

used in the Genesis series V Aeroponic system, the water usage and even the evaporation 

losses can be reduced down to minimal [1]. The exact water costs are difficult to measure as 

the possibilities are innumerable, from rain water harvesting to deep boring to urban grey 

water recycling. Therefore, this is kept open for research and inclusion of water costs into the 
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cost analysis has been accounted to be null, although the estimations have been presented 

to help the reader fathom the volume of requirements. 

Table 10.1: \Vater and nutrient requirement 

TOTAL PLANT 90% 0F 
AREA BIOMASS BIOMASS BEYONDm 

(kg/day) (kg/day) (kg/day) (kg/day) (1 /day) 

CARROTS 12,998.88 989.24 890.31 13,889.19 1,83 
RADISH 1.77 8,124.30 673.22 605.89 8,730.19 1,15 
POTATOES 2.88 26,438.40 1,795. 15 1,615.63 28,054.03 3,71 
TOMATOES 2.77 30,51 4.32 3,317.91 2,986. 12 33,500.44 4,42 
PEPPER 2.77 20,342.88 2,029.66 1,826.70 22,169.58 2,93 
STRAWBERRY 2.22 12,227.76 1,907.97 1,717.17 13,944.93 1,76 
PEAS 2.46 27,099.36 1,224.65 1,102.18 28,201.54 3,81 
CABBAGE 1.77 16,248.60 757.53 681.78 16,930.38 2,24 
LETTUCE 1.77 38,996.64 41,745.90 5,51 

749. 16 147.07 1 34 

10.3 Fertilizer requirement 

As already mentioned the idea is to mix the optimum fertilizer in each growing crop phase. 

This means that on the SSD floor, besides the water tanks, there must also be several 

nutrient tanks. The nutrients must be stored separately from each other in order to be 

delivered unmixed to the SrviAI1TCOKTROLLERs [3] (please refer to Table A.1). Plus, the 

waste management. department might also produce several quantities of nutrients \vhich can 

be used as fertilizer (please refer to the chapter on "\Vaste l\Ianagernent''). 

This compLicates approximating Lhe cost of fertilizer per day and is left. for further research. 

Although, for the purpose of this study the cost for fertiliser is estimated assuming that 50% 

of the nutrient. solution is purchased commercially and the rest is generated '.vithin the farm 

through composting. 

The fertilizer used for this estimation is called BEYO:\"D Tl\I; used by NASA for its aeroponic 

systems [50 J. The state of t.he art. shmvs that this is the most recommended fertilizer for this 

type of irrigation system. According to the application rates that the supplier [2] as \vell as 

NASA in its publications [50] recommend for aeropronic systems, the entire system needs 
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approximately :)0 litres of BEYO.\"DTJ:vi per da.r, leading to a cost of about 2000 «per da:v 

more details in Table 15.6 and A.l. 

10.4 List of Equipments 

All the aeroponic subsystems have the same equipment 'vhich consists of tvvo main circuits: 

the irrigation circuit which has the aim to provide the corresponding amount of optimum 

nutrient solution to the crop, and the water-recyding circuit which has the aim to collect 

and purify as much waste water as possible. The specific system is displayed in the Figure: 

10.4.1 with all the required components. 

Figure 10.4.1: Diagram of the aeroponic subsystem 
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As showed in the Table A. L this aeroponic system based on the commercialized C enesis series 

V Aeroponic system 2 requires an estimated cost of 9.4 million of dollars - more details at 

Table 10.2. By adding this cost to the standard cost of a fluid delivery system for skyscrapers 

main pumping and piping systems and the several storage tanks in the I\SD floor, the 

Lotal necessary investment. reaches approximately to 10 million of dollars for the entire syst.em 

at most. 
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Table 10.2: List of equipment.s for the flu id delivery system 

Aeroponic equipment Units Pri ce Total 

Smart controller 200 2,308€ 461,538€ 

Accumulator tank 200 215€ 43,077€ 

r mp -hlah pressure 
Clellvery 200 231€ 46,154€ 

Digital timer 200 385€ 76,923 € 

IRecycllns system 200 769€ 153,846€1 

Spray jet ( 4 per m2
) 370872 8€ 2,852,862 € 

Connecton (same as 

spray jets) 370872 4€ 1,426,431€ 

Pipes (~3m per m2
) 

[m] 309060 5€ 1,426,431€ 

Total 7,213,292€ 
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Figure 11.1.1: Layout of the Environmental Control Floor 
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Table 11.1: Carbou dioxide uptake per day 

C 
Grow C02 Uptake Total C02 

rop 
area [m2) [g/m2*day] uptake [kg/day] 

Lettuce 22,032.00 10.70 235.74 
Cabbage 9,180.00 9.88 90.70 
Spinach 5,508.00 10.70 58.94 
Carrots 7,344.00 22.50 165,24 
Radish 4,590.00 16.31 74.86 
Tomatoes 11 ,016.00 36.24 399,22 
Peppers 7,344.00 33.98 249,55 
Potatoes 9,180.00 45.23 41 5,21 
Peas 11 ,016.00 45.26 498,58 
Strawberries 5,508.00 34.82 191,79 
Total 2379,83 

11.2 HVAC calculations 

·'-~•) 
{ ,.) 

The engineering discipline dealing wit.h the management and control of air qnalit.y inside 

a building is a emnplex one. For an accurate design of the Ileating, Ventilation and Air-

Comlitioning (H VAC) systeml precise data for the various heat sources, air flows and leakage 

rates, among oLher parameters, need Lo be determined for the Verl.ieal Farm. Furthermore: 

the external condil.ions or the air around the Vertical Farm can have a high impael. on the 

design and perbrmance of the HVAC system: making it. highly (kpen(knt on t.he location of 

the Vertical Farm. 

For this study into the economic feasibility of the Vertical Fanul only rough estimates ami 

preliminary calculations will be performed for the H VAC system. 

11.2.1 Desired Conditions and Assumptions 

It is assumed that the temperature of the air in the Vertical Farm should be kept. at 20 oc: 
and the desired relative humidity (RII) of the air is 70%. \Vhilc these values are likely to differ 

slightly for each crop type, it is deemed suitable for the first analysis of the H VAC system. 

Another assumption which is made is LhaL Lhe transpiration of water by plams occurs at the 
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same rate regardless of the relative humidity, until the air reaches 100% RH. 

For the determination of the available grmv area per crop per floor, it ·was necessary to 

calculate the maximum number of stacks. For this calculation it was assumed that there was 

at minimum, 10 ern between the plant canopy and the illumination system. For the air flo-w 

calculations in the next section~ it is assumed that the air flow belmv the plant canopy is 

negligible. 

As calculated~ there are 95,000 LED panels in the Vertical Farm, consuming a peak pmver 

of 5,929.68 k\V and a total energy per day of 59,331.97 k\Vh. For the calculations in this 

chapter, the peak povver ·will be used to determine the amount of cooling required. 

It is assumed that 70% of the pmver used by the LEDs is transformed into heat, \Vhich needs 

to be dissipated with cooling liquid, through heat exchangers and finally transferred to the 

heat dissipation units on the roof. It is assumed that the heat transfer from the LEDs to the 

air is negligible. 

As mentioned before, only the influence of the plant cultivation floors is considered. Further

more, the pmver consumption of the HVAC system itself is not yet taken into account. 

11.2.2 Flow Rate 

Psychrometries is a. discipline dealing with the determination of physical and thermodynamic 

properties of gas-vapour mixtures. For a. specific constant pressure, the thermodynamic prop

erties of a gas-vapour mixture can be determined and presented graphically in a psychrometric 

chart [9]. 

Figure 11.2.1 shows such a psychrometric chart for air at sea level elevation [88]. On the 

horizontal axis it gives the dry bulb temperature~ as determined by an ordinary thermostat; 

\vhilc the vertical axis indicates the humidity ratio, which indicates the mass of ·water per 

unit mass of dry air. 

Other parameters "\Vhich can he determined from the graph arc the wet bulb temperature, 

de\v point, relative humidity, specific volume and specific enthalpy. For a given pressure, if 
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4 times lower than the cooling load of the heat exchangers. Thus, the heat exchangers on 

the plant cultivation floors -vvill require .JO k\V of power, ·while the heat exchangers on the 

en-vironmental control floors will use 337 k\V. The heat dissipation units on the roof need to 

dissipate all the heat from the air and the LEDs, which amounts to 20.4 11\V. There arc 32 

heat dissipation units, so each needs to handle 637.5 k\V. Assuming again a COP of 4, this 

means that each unit consumes about 160 k\V. The pmvcr and energy consmnption of the 

heat exchangers can be found in Table 11.2. 

Table 11.2: Power and Energy consumption of the Environmental Control Floors 

Com onent Units[·) Peak power Total Daily Operation Daily Energy 
p per umt [kW) power [kW) t1me [h) Consumption [kWh) 

Duct fan 200 9.75 1,950.00 24.00 46,800.00 
Central fan 18 143.75 2,587.50 24.00 62,100.00 
Inlet/Outlet fan 6 603.75 3,622.50 3.00 10,867.50 
Plant floor heat ex changers 50 50.00 2,500.00 24.00 60,000.00 
Envi ronmental floor heat 
exchangers 12 337.00 4,044.00 24.00 97,056.00 
Roof heat dissipation units 32 160.00 5,120.00 24.00 122,800.00 
Total 19824 399623.50 

11.3 List of Equipments 

For the cnvironrnental control system the required equipment arc as follows. 
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Table 11.3: List of cquipmcnts for environmental control 

Control Units 

ealilg and Cooling lbennostat 

Sensors 1br Air Condition and Humidity 

x4x 25 
X 4 X 25 

C02 System 

C02 tank x4x 3 
C02 sensors x5 x 25 

x Sx 25 
C02 pipelines 

odingpad 
heat exchanger x 3 

pipeline x 6 
pumps x 4 

Water Recovery System 

grill system X 3 

~ks x9 
pumps x4 

ondenser 
pipelines enough 

C02 separator 

flterfDrtrace gas 



Chapter 12 

Food Processing Sub-system 

\Vhen plants and fish are full-gruwn they need to be harvested and readied for deli·very 

to supermarkets and restaurants. This is done on the food processing fioor. On the food 

processing floor plants and fish are processed by ·workers or by the food processing machinery 

into consumables. Food processing takes harvested crops and fish and uses these to produce 

direct-to-market products with long shelf-life. For example, the planned supermarket can 

be directly supported by the produces of the tmver~ in addition a restaurant could also be 

conceived in conjunction, following the models of \Vholc FoodsT\1, Ikea T1vior KarstadtT:VI. 

12.1 Requirements and Design Drivers 

The requirements for a food processing floor are listed below: 

• Buffer storage unit 

• Cutting and vvorking units 

• Conveyors 

• Cleaning units 

• Packaging units 
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• Storage units for finished products 

• Observation room, break room and offices 

12.2 Baseline Design 

The food processing floor is divided into the food section, at the left part of the floor, the 

fish section, the observation room, the break room and offices, at the right part of the floor 

(sec Figure 12.2.1). In the corridor of the food processing fioor , buffer, \Vater and power 

supply systems are placed. The harvested food has to be temporary stored before processing 

further. This step keeps food in the shade, '\Vithout any possible contact with sunlight and 

also protects these from possible attack (by rodents, insects, etc:.). In the sorting process; 

damaged and foreign bodies are removed from the food. The non-edible biomass can be 

dumped here and it \vill fall dmvn the chute to the wa~te management fioor. In addition, there 

are place-holders for vwrk areas, such as cutting surfaces, but also a. washing machine that 

wash harvested food to remove micro-organisms or chemical residues. The three machines in 

the food section indicate packaging machines for different kind of food. The packaging sector 

consists of conveyors for sorting the food, because it is likely that the food processing floor 

ha~ to deal with a large variety of produce. so different packaging methods will be used for 

different products. A stock is also placed there to store the material for packaging, such a.s 

cups, Styrofoam, etc. Additionally, the food processing fioor consists of working areas, such 

as offices, a break room for the workers and an observation room to control the units of the 

VF building. 

The fish processing section consists of place-holders for vvork areas, such as cutting, sorting, 

checking the freshness status, etc. Controlling is needed in order to identify that the fish 

is suitable for further processes. In the next step, the fish is processed by a fish cleaning 

machine, operated by a single person. The cleaning machine uses high-pressured water jets, 

which arc capable of eviscerating and individually scaling the fishes. After the cleaning 
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process, the fish will be sent to the machine for packaging. A stock is also placed in this 

section to supply material for packaging. Packaged fish can be stored in the cold room. 

Figure 12.2.1: Layout of the food processing floor 

Waste 
chute 

Washin 

Produce 
wrapper 

Packaging storage 
area 

Buffer 

Stretch wrapper machine 

Cold storage area 

Trolley storage area 

Processed Food 
storage area 

Figure 12.2.2: Layout of Supermarket/Delivery Area 
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12.3 List of Equipn1ents 

A tentative list of equipments required for food processing and packaging is as follows: 

Machine -
Roll Stock Poly Bagger 

Produce Wapper 

Computer 

Stretch Wapper 

Computer 

Table 12.1: List of equipment.s for food processing 

(a) List of cquiprncnts for post harvest 

Function Price 

Packaging 30.000,00 € 
p 35. CD€ 
Packaging 

T on 
Controlling 4.000,00€ 

(b) List of equipment for fish processing 

Performance 

CD€ lbaiUOfilh minllllt 
Packaging 

T 
Controlling 1.000,00€ 

Kilowiltt 

3 

5 

Figure 12.3.1: Polywashn1 Ivfulti-Produce \Vashers washing machine (left), Stretch \Vrapper 
packaging machine (right) 



Chapter 13 

Waste Management Sub-system 

Aside from producing edible biomass, the Vertical Farm also generates bio-·waste (e.g. leaves) 

stems, fibrous roots, damaged fruit and vegetables) a.s a. by-prod net of crop cultivation, a.s 

vvell as fish vvaste from the fish farms. 

The annual waste produced by the plant growth floors of the Vertical Farm was calculated 

to be roughly 2443 metric tons. The waste produced by the fish farms \vas determined to be 

about 517 tons. Since it was assumed that 1 ton of plant vvaste is used as fish feed each day) 

the remaining "\Vaste is roughly 7.11 tons per day on average. 

To close the functional loop of the Vertical Farm, this waste should be converted into useful 

resources, such as liquid fertilizer of bio-fuel. The design for the Vertical Farm incorporates 

two \Vaste :\Ianagement floors which do exactly that. 

13.1 Baseline Design 

The \Vaste l'vianagernent floors can be used for bio-gas production and nutrient recovery from 

\vaste. For the purposes of this design study, only the bio-ga.s production through Anaerobic 

Digestion (AD) is calculated. 

A brief description of the AD and nutrient extraction processes is given below, after vvhich 

the designs for the \,Vaste 1hnagemcnt Floors arc presented and discussed. 
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13.1.1 Anaerobic Digestion 

87 

Anaerobic Digesl.ion, see Figure 13.1.1, is a mat.ure technology l.o produce bio-ga.s from solid 

waste [4G]. The AD process breaks dmvn the organic content (e.g. cdlulos<\ lignin) in the 

waste into bio-gas with the help of microbial activity. The process nses a variety of bacteria 

and 1nierobes to break down the complex organic molecules into bio-gas. 

As cau be seen in Figure 13.1.1: the AD process occurs iu four stages: Hydrolysis: followed 

by Acidogenesis, AceLOgenesis and finally Vfet.hanogenesis. 

Figure 13.1.1: Aua.erobic Digestiou process diagram 

Sou1·ce: /29/ 

Hydrolysis is a (chemical) process in which water is added t.o a subsLance LO break chemical 

bonds, splitting the snbst.ance into multiple, less complex: parts. In t.he AD process, hydro

lysis facilitates the breakdown of complex molecules into sugars, fatty aeid and amino acids 

under controlled values of pH and with specific retention times. Depending ou the compos

ition of the bio-waste: the hydrolysis process determines the eventual hydrogen potential of 

t.he bio-gas end-product [46]. 

The acidogenesis phase of the AD process generates carbonic aeids, alcohols: carbon dioxide 
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and hydrogen from the simple monomers being formed through hydrolysis. Acetogenesis, the 

third phase of the anaerobic digestion, uses bacterial species known as acetogens to produce 

acetate from carbon (e.g. ) and energy sources (e.g. ) . 

\lethanogenesis, also knovm as bio-rnethanation, is the final step of the anaerobic digestion 

process. :tviethanogens, micro-organisms from the Achaean domain~ produce methane as a 

metabolic: by-product. \Vhcn acetate is given as input, methane and carbon dioxide arc 

produced. :viethanogenesis has been shovvn to occur ·with other sources of carbon, such as 

carbon dioxide and formic aeid. ·which usc different reactions to form methane and as such 

can also result in other by-products. 

The specific bio-gas yield of an anaerobic digester depends on a variet:y of factors. First and 

foremost is the composition of the bio-vvaste which is feel into the digester. "The diversity of 

organic solid ·waste, regarding origin, composition and production period, calls for the specific 

investigation of each kind of waste when digested alone and in combination with others" rs6]. 

Depending on the type of waste ·which is to be processed, a trade-off should be made on 

the technological and economic feasibility of the reactor process for the different digester 

types. For this trade-off it is also important to take into account the Organic Loading Rate 

(OLR), \vhich is a measure of the amount of \vaste fed into the reactor per day. For a stable 

digestion process, the OLR should be bclmv some maximum value, which is specific to the 

AD reactor. Somewhat related to the Organic Loading Rate is the Hydraulic Retention Time 

(HRT) which is a measure of the duration of the AD proeess. In general a lower OLR means 

a higher HRT, which leads to a higher bio-gas/ rnethane yield. 

Of course, not all of the bio-vvaste which is fed into the anaerobic digesters is transformed 

into methane, or other by-products. Instead, a. residue of substrate, known as digestatc, \vill 

remain after the bio-gas generation process is complete. This residue, a mixture of organic 

waste, contains carbon and nitrogen (among other clements), making it potentially suitable 

as a fertilizer. The amount of finished digestate, meaning digestate ·which has been processed 

to remove umvanted (harmful) components such as hydrogen sulphide~ which is produced by 
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an AD reactor can range from 20 to 40% of the total ·waste material delivered to the digester 

[87]. 

13.1.2 Nutrient extraction process 

The nutrient extraction process is based on pumping a shredded bio-vvaste and water mixture, 

or digestate from the AD process, into (fermentation) tubes filled ·with volcanic rock particles. 

The volcanic (lava) rock particles act as filter media/ biomass carrier media. The lava rock 

particles along vvith a combination of aerobic and anaerobic biological processes, alhw for 

extraction of nutrients (e.g. nitrogen. phosphorus) and removal of suspended solids without 

the use of chemicals. Thus, the output of the process is nutrients, (non-potable) water and 

some left-uver ·waste. 

13.1.3 Waste Management Floor design 

Figure 13.1.2 shows the layout for the first \Vaste l'v1anagement Floor. \Vaste enters the \\Taste 

~'vianagcmcnt Floor through a waste chute, vvhich conneets directly to the Food Processing 

Floor. This waste falls onto a conveyor belt and is led through a shredder machine, before 

exiting into a large storage container. From this large storage container, smaller vvaste con

tainers (max 1 ton) arc filled. These smaller waste containers arc then moved around using 

forklift trucks to either the bio-gas domes, or the mixing tank. As mentioned previously, the 

hio-gas domes, with connected buffer tanks, arc used to convert hio-wa.stc into bio-gas. Each 

bio-gas dome has a reserved space which is left open to allow easy movement of a forklift 

truck, which is used to transport up to 1 ton of waste at a. time. The mixing tank is used to 

mix the shredded waste with '.vatcr, before it is pumped into special fermentation tubes for 

the nutrient extraction process. The resulting nutrient solution is fed into a fluid separator, 

to obtain water and highly concentrated nutrient solution. The water used in the mixing 

tank and the bio-gas domes, comes from two large water buffer tanks. 

Aside from these components, a large freight elevator shaft is placed in the middle of the room, 
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921.6 m of 

13.2 List of Equipments 

From the aforementioned design an equipment list is prepared as follows. 

Table 13.3: List of equipments for \Vaste Management System 

Component name Capacity Number 

110m3 10 
10m3 ~0 

Wlllllllwhicll: CllllltOD 10 
Pipes 30 meter 20 

MctbiDc 1Imb 70m3 3 
40KW 3 

100m3 1 



Part III 

Cost Analysis 
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Chapter 14 

Capital Expenditure 

In this chapter the capital expenditure for constructing a VF as per the system plan shall be 

discussed. This fixed cost pertains to the cost of the building and the cquipmcnts required 

for its operation. The costs are expressed in form of Annuity. 

14.1 Cost of Building the Tower 

A detailed explanation of the methodology, parameters and assumptions used for estimating 

the cost of the building is to he found in Appendix B. The Table 14.2 and 14.3 show an 

estimated cost of building the outer structure and also that of a single floor; assuming average 

land price in 13erlin. This means that the cost of building a 37 story high VF is around 111.58 

million Euros; an amount amortised over a period of 30 years. 

For comparison, the building costs of a couple of randomly chosen high rises from Europe and 

abroad arc presented in Table 14.11
. One cannot compare the cost of a vertical farming tower 

vvith the building costs of the follovving buildings. They are meant for office or residential 

purpose and have very different standards. The VF on the other hand is meant to house 

crops; need not be aesthetically pleasing from inside and hence may be assumed to cost 

1The costs have been inflation r:orrer:ted to FY 2012, assuming USD 1.00 € 1.30 and Dl\1 1.00 € 
0.50. 
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considerably lmver than these buildings. This is also the case, in spite of that, it does show 

us that our estimations, arc quite in the realistic realm. 

Table 14.1: Some high rises and their building cost 

Roof Height Zenith Number of Building Cost Cost per Floor Cost per Meter 

Name location (m) Height (m) floors [mio €; FY12] [mio €; FY12] [mio €; FY12] 

Die Pyramide Berlin 100 100 23 207.64 9.03 2.08 

Kolntriangle Ki:i l n-Deutz 103 29 90.32 3.11 0.88 

Rathaus Essen Essen 106 23 306.27 13.32 2.89 

Hotelturm Augsburg 107 158 35 144.95 4.14 1.35 

Langer Eugen Bonn 114 30 174.13 5.80 1.53 

AfE-Turm Frankfurt am Main 116 67 173.94 2.60 1.50 

Zoofenster Berlin 119 36 200.00 5.56 1.68 

Steglitzer Kreisel Berlin 119 27 472.71 17.51 3.97 

Kaster und Pollux Frankfurt am Main 130 33 585.65 17.75 4.51 

Uni-Center Ki:i ln 133 45 246.87 5.49 1.86 

Business Tower Nurnberg 135 163 34 264.65 7.78 1.96 

Galilee Frankfurt am Main 136 36 227.62 6.32 1.67 

Uptown Munchen Munchen 146 37 352.50 9.53 2.41 

Post Tower Bonn 163 46 95.32 2.07 0.58 

New ECB Headquarters Ostend 185 220 45 500.00 11.11 2.70 

Random House Tower New York City 208 52 276.46 5.32 1.33 

Main Tower Frankfurt am Main 240 200 61 467.60 7.67 1.95 

Sapphire of Istanbul Istanbul 243 261 66 266.77 4.04 1.10 

Messeturm Frankfurt am Main 257 64 430.00 6.72 1.67 

Diamond of Istanbul Istanbul 280 59 115.38 1.96 0.41 

CommerzbankTower Frankfurt am Main 300 259 65 413.40 6.36 1.38 

Eurasia Moskau 304 67 196.15 2.93 0.65 

Four Times Square New York Cit y 341 247 48 497.69 10.37 1.46 
Bank of America Tower New York City 366 288 55 817.00 14.85 2.23 

14.2 Cost of Equipments 

A cost summary of all the required equipments reported in Part II, brings us to a total cost 

of about 90.4 million Euros (sec Figure: 14.4). 

Banerj_chi
Textfeld
The Skyscraper Center  - The Global Tall Building Database of CTBUH. [Online] Available: http://www.skyscrapercenter.com. 
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Table 14.3: Cost of each floor 

·- . . " - . " " 
KG eo.t groups to the 2nd level unrt Q1.111ntitieswith Planning perametars I Coli variables 

a-.erage chosen min I a-.erage max !chosen 
calculation Method: BGF PKW/BGF slrnllltlon chosen KKW€ chosen 

340 Inner wall m'IWF 1936 0.41 793.76 69000 142.00 214.00 295.00 29500 

350 Cethng m'DEF 0.25 484.00 1,936.00 215.00 281.00 372.00, 372.00 

370 Constructiooal installatioos m'BGF 1.00 1,936.00 1,936.00 000 13.00 2500 25.00 
390 Constructioo area m'BGF 1.00 1,936.00 1,936.00 6.00 14.00 28.00 28.00 

300 Building • Conllrudlon (Wio 310, 3211, 330, 31111 
410 Sewage, water, gas plants m'BGF 1.00 1,936.00 1,936.00 2000 25.00 3300 33.00 

420 Heat-supply systems m'BGF 1.00 1,936.00 1,936.00 22.00 33.00 49.00 49.00 

430 Air condrtiooing systems m' BGF 1.00 1,936.00 1,93600 6.00 1500 30.00 3000 

440 High ...:Jitage plants m'BGF 1.00 1,936.00 1,936.00 4100 63.00 10800 108.00 

450 Can. and mfo. technol<lgf equip. m'BGF 1.00 1,936.00 1,936.00 2.00 6.00 13.00 
: 

13.00 
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480 BUilding automation m'BGF 1.00 1,936.00 1,936.00 0.00 7.00 0.00 7.00 

490 Constructioo area m'BGF 1.00 1,936.00 1,936.00 000 0.00 000 0.00 

a Building · Technical pl8nta 

SUm 300+400 (wlo 310, 320, 330, 3601 
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a Building lnhE'uc:bl,. equipment 
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Fish Complex 

Table 14.4: Cost of cquiprnents 

Heat Ex changer 
Fans 

Ventilation System 
C02 System 
Led Cooling System 
Water Recowry System 

C02 separator 

Smartcontroller 
accumulator tank 
pump - high pressure delil.e ry 
digital timer 
recycling system 
spray jet ( 4 per sq meter) 
connectors (same as spray jets) 
pipes (3m - 10/3 per sq meter) [m] 
main piping system 

main pum ping system 

Forklifttruck 
Small fix ed s helws 
Large movable shelws 
LED Panels 
Nutrient/Water Tanks 
Growth Pallet s 
Nutrient Mixing System 
Elevator (small 50m) 
Elevator (big) 

Sowing Machine 
Pallet Cleaning Machine 
Germination Cabines 
Deliw ry System for GU 

PolywashTM Multi-Produce Washers 
Roll Stock Poly Bagger 
Stret ch Wapper 
Produce Wapper 
Conw yors (60 m) 
Computer 

Fis h Speed cleaning machine 
Stretch Wapper 
Conw yors (6 m) 
Computer 

gg 
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IWaaeM nt IC 
Domes 10 20.000.00 200,000.00 
Storage tanks 10 5,000.00 50,000.00 
Trash carts 5 15,000.00 75,000.00 
Pipes 1,000,000.00 
Biogas generators 3 1,000,000.00 3, 000,000.00 
Fertilizer extractor 1 1,500,000.00 1, 500,000.00 

Gas Cleaning 3,000,000.00 

Fish Fann 505,900..J 
Tanks 

Culture tanks 15 4,000.00 60,000.00 
Growout tanks 33 7,000.00 231,000.00 

Water Treatment 
Liqui-Cell Membrane contractors 6 1,500.00 9,000.00 
Nitrification and denitrification system 6 2,000.00 12,000.00 
Oxygenation system 6 1,000.00 6,000.00 
Sludge removal system 16 7,000.00 112,000.00 
Solid waste remo~~al system 6 500.00 3,000.00 
UV Lighting (Bacteria Annihilation) 6 400.00 2,400.00 

Sensors 
A lkalinity sensors 16 200.00 3,200.00 
Ammonia sensor 16 150.00 2,400.00 

C02 sensor 16 100.00 1,600.00 
Nitrogen Oxide levels 16 100.00 1,600.00 
Oxygen sensor 16 100.00 1,600.00 
pH sensor 16 150.00 2,400.00 
Thermonitor 16 50.00 800.00 
Water ftow sensor 16 70.00 1,120.00 
Water level sensor 16 40.00 640.00 

Logistics 
Feeding system 16 300.00 4,800.00 
Hap as 800 30.00 24,000.00 
Heating system 16 300.00 4,800.00 
Low level lighti ng 16 40.00 640.00 
Pump 32 400.00 12,800.00 
Sorting table 12 300.00 3,600.00 
Hapas mo\ing crane 3 1,500.00 4,500.00 



Chapter 15 

Operational Expenditure 

15.1 Power Costs 

As seen in the Tables: 15.11 through 15.4; the pmver costs surns up to around 5.4 million 

Euros a year (refer to Table: 15.4, which gives the expense for a month)2 . This is only \Vhen 

power is bought from external sources and could hence be considered as the worst scenario 

in light of the discussion in 18.4.2. There are further cost saving measures undertaken; 

like lighting at night; when the tariffs arc low, usc of shutter factor and consideration of 

development factor (discussed at length in the section of "Lighting systems;'). Ho-wever; more 

accurate estimations and better cost saving measures remain a domain of further research. 

A word of caveat. It was quite difficult to simulate the energy requirement for Environmental 

control through a mere Concurrent Engineering study. There are too many open ended 

questions that cannot be answered without experimentation. Literature on this pertains 

mainly to space research and are not easily adaptable to terrestrial conditions. Terrestrial 

condition as such is varied, of ·which Berlin weather is definitely not a representative. Owing 

to these reasons, only cooling of the heat generated by the LED panels >vas taken into 

consideration. It \Vas assumed that 60% of the power required for lighting is the pmver 

1 The system is designed to nm at night for cheap electricity 
7 The cost estimation is derived on the basis of information found m 

http: //dc.v.rikipcdia.org;\viki / Stromprcis and http: / / '""'""'v.tcngclmann-cncrgic.dc;'Hochtarif.690.0.html 
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required for environmental regulation. 

Table 15.1: Power demand for lighting needs 

Energy Total Energy Demand 
. . Operatmg Demand per Number Total Energy Total Energy (mel Shutter and Power Power 

L1ghtmg of Demand Demand Consumpbon Consumption 
Time [h] ftoor per day Floors [kWh/day] [I<Whlmonlh] Development Facto~ H1gh Tan! [kWh] Low Ta nl [kWh] 

[kWh] [kWh/month] 
carrots 16 2,954 5.908 177,240 129,607 64.803 64,803 
R•dish 16 3,692 3.692 110.760 80,993 40.497 40,497 
Cabbage 16 3,692 7.384 221 ,520 161,987 80.993 80,993 
LetbJce 16 4,431 17,724 531,720 388,820 194,410 194,410 
Spinach 16 4,431 4.431 132,930 97,205 48.603 48,603 
Potatoes 12 1,824 9.120 273,600 200,070 66.690 133,380 
Tomatoes 12 3,519 10,557 3 16 ,710 231,594 77. 198 154,396 
Pepper 12 3,519 7.038 2 11,140 154,396 51.465 102,931 
Pe• 12 2,346 9.384 281,520 205,862 68.621 137,241 
Straw berry 12 4,301 4.301 129,030 94,353 31.451 62.902 
Sum: 17- 724731 10201118 

Table 15.2: Power demand Ior Environmental Regulation 

Energy 
Number Total Energy Total Energy Power Power Environmental Operating Demand per 

Time [h] floor per day 
of Demand Demand Consumption Consumption 

Control Floors [kWh/day] [kWh/month] High Tarif[kWh] Low Tanf [kWh] 
[kWh] 

Carrots 16 1,772 2 3,545 106,344 53,172 53,172 
Radish 16 2,215 1 2,215 66,456 33,228 33,228 

Cabbage 16 2,215 2 4,430 132,912 66,456 66,456 
Lettuce 16 2,659 4 10,634 319,032 159,516 159,516 
Spinach 16 2,659 1 2,659 79,758 39,879 39,879 
Potatoes 12 1,094 5 5,472 164,160 54,720 109,440 

Tomatoes 12 2,111 3 6,334 190,026 63,342 126,684 
Pepper 12 2,111 2 4,223 126,684 42,228 84,456 
Pea 12 1,408 4 5,630 168,912 56,304 112,608 

Straw berry 12 2,581 1 2,581 77,418 25,806 51,612 

Sum: 1431702 li84861 837061 

Table 15.3: Pmver demand for JVIiseellaneous needs 

Energy Total Energy 
. Operating Demand per Number Total Energy Total Energy Demand (incl. Power 

Miscellaneous of Demand Demand Consumption 
Time [h] floor per day Floors [kWh/day] [kWh/month] Shutter and High Tarif[kWh] 

kWh Develo ment 
Animal 24 120 3 360 10,800 7,200 3,600 

Waste 8 -2,500 2 -5,000 -150,000 -150,000 0 
Water/Nutrient 24 200 1 200 6,000 4,000 2,000 
Food Processing 146 146 4,380 0 4,380 

Plants 8 124 124 3,720 0 3,720 
Fish 4 22 22 660 0 660 

Germination & Cleaning 24 3,600 3,600 108,000 72,000 36,000 
Super Market & Delivery 8 200 200 6,000 0 6,000 
Sum: ·10.WO ;esaoo 66360 
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Table 15.4: Power Cost 

Total Power Cost Calculation (per rronth) f rom unt1l Consumption [kWh .. ) Pnce [€/kWh) Costs (€/month) 

Capacity allotment charge 0Ul6.2007 30 062007 12,355 
Electricity unit cost HighTa rif 01 .06.2007 30.06.2007 1,430,977 
Electricity unit cost Low Tarif 01.06.2007 30.06.2007 2,164,682 

Heat and Power Regener.ttion Tax 01.06.2007 30.06.2007 0 
Heat and Pow er Regeneration Tax {low rate) 01.06.2007 30.06.2007 3,595,659 
Renew able Energy Contribution 01.06.2007 30.06.2007 3,595,659 
Power Utility Tax 
Reading costs 
Transformer rent 
""-'Value: 

Oro• Value: 

01 .06.2007 30.06.2007 3,595,659 
01 .06.2007 30 06.2007 30 
01.06 2007 30 062007 30 

Shutter Factor: 0.9 
Development Factor: 0.8125 
Night Duration Factor: 8 
* 60% of the Light ing Energy Demand 
** 30% cost margin is included because only 
cooling of LEOs is being considered 

15.2 Seed, Feed and Fertilizer Costs 

5.50€ 
0.07€ 
0.04 € 

0.00€ 
0.00€ 
0.01 € 
0.02€ 

960.00 € 
1,424 00 € 

67,953 € 
106,322 € 
95,895 € 

0€ 
1,798 € 

31,642 € 
73,71 1 € 

79 € 
117 € 

377,1117 € 
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Seeds: The seed costs at \vholesale rates are not publicly availa.ble on the net or in KT13L 

handbooks for these crops. Therefore the approximations had to be based on the price of 

seeds meant for the purpose of gardening. For wholesale purposes, like the one in this case 

the price should he considerably low. For estimated amount and corn~sponding cost of seeds, 

refer to Table 15.5:3• 

Fertilisers: The Table: 15.6 shmvs the fertiliser requirement and associated costs. However~ 

since the \Vater is reeycled, and the bio-vvastes are re-utilised for composting and generation 

of plant nutrients: for the purpose of cost estimation only 509{;. of the underrnentioncd amount 

is accounted. 

:1The cost estimation is derived loosely on the basis of cost of seeds for gardening purposes found in 
http://www.alibaba.com/ and http:/ f\V\Yw.ktbl.de/ 



4590.00 
Potatoes 0.30 11 1836.00 
Tomatoes 0.21 23 3672.00 
Pepper 0.30 11 3672.00 

Strawberry 0.46 5 5508.00 
Peas 0.51 4 2754.00 
Cabbage 0.38 7 4590.00 
Lettuce 0.21 23 5508.00 
Spinach 0.31 10 5508.00 

Table 15.3: Seed CosLs 

1 67,128.75 114,750 
5 27,540.00 102,000 
3 49,572.00 249,796 
2 33,048.00 81,600 

1 24,786.00 26,030 

4 55,080.00 42,353 

2 41 ,310.00 63,573 

4 286,416.00 499,592 

1 66,784.50 57,315 

918,000 
1,678,219 
306,000 

1,124,082 
367,200 

117,136 

211,765 

286,080 

6,494,694 

694,948 

4.87 € 
24.15 € 
6.33 € 
18.27 € 

6.92 € 

7.31 € 

2.92 € 

0.97 € 
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Table 13.6: Fertiliser Costs 

TOTAL WATER FERTILISER 
(kg/day) COST (€/day) 

CARROTS 13,889. 19 148.46 € 
RADISH 8,730. 19 1.1 5 93.30 € 
POTATOES 28,054.03 3.71 300.98 € 
TOMATOES 33,500.44 4.42 358.58 € 
PEPPER 22,169.58 2.93 237.70 € 
STRAWBERRY 13,944.93 1.76 142.78 € 
PEAS 28,201.54 3.81 309.09 € 
CABBAGE 16,930.38 2.24 181.72 € 
LETTUCE 41 ,745.90 5.51 447.01 € 
SPINACH 10 147.07 1.34 108.71 € 
TOTAL 

BEYOND™ (A ll Natural Plant Amendment) 
Amount: 474 ml 
Water content: 98.67% 
Price: $49.99 
Concentration: 132.09 

Sumn::: /10/ 

Fish feed: As seen in Table 8.1 and 8.2 a fish consumes 191% or iLs t.ota.l body mass as 

feed in its entire lik cycle. However: Tilapia being versatile t.he non edible plant biomass 

can be fed. Therefore only 50% of the total feed rcquirenwnt is accounted for in the eost. 

estimatiou. Since a total of 137 tons of fish fillet is obtained from 3~11 tons of total fish 

biomass, approximately 631 tons of feed is consumed by the fishes per year. Since about 50% 

of l.his ea.n be obl.ained for l.he bi-product.s or l.he VF Lhe rest. a.mourn or 326 l.ons is bought. al. 

an approximate rate of o.::m ,g jkg from the market totalling t.o an amount of 127;000 € /year. 

15.3 Personnel Costs 

This is an approximation of the personnel re4uirement of the VF. lu this there are two seen-

arios, oue is a predominantly rnauual productiou system with only re4uisite mechanisation 

(requiring a t.oLal or 41 personnels), while t.he oLher is a highly mechanised sysLem where 
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the personnel requirement is assumed to be about half of the former (requiring a total of 

18 personnels). The c:osl. of' labour is Laken alan average ol' 50,000 €jyear per personnel. 

The estimations are shown in t.he Tahle: 15.7. The lahonr requirement for the farm which 

is the largest single systern, is discussed in detail in the designated section. Apparently, the 

food processing section requires the ma ... xinnun nmnber of personnel for its daily operations. 

However, since most of them are uuskilled labour, they can be substituted to other systems 

when the work loa.d demands so. 

Table 15.7: Persounel requirement 

Task Manual Mechanised 
Mechanics Total: 6 3 
System maintenance 6 3 

Grow1h Roor Total: 10 5 
Har.esting 6 3 
Replacement & maintenance 4 2 

Germination & Cleaning Total: 2 1 
Sowing and cleaning ofpallets 2 1 

Food Processi ~ & Control Total: 15 6 
Fish 4 2 
Plant sorting 3 1 
Plant cutting 3 1 
Food packaging 3 1 
Monitoring 2 1 

Super Market & Delive~ Area Total: 3 1 

Waste Management Total: 2 1 

Fish Farm Total: 3 1 



Chapter 16 

Total Productio11 Cost 

Production cost is the sum total of the fixed and variable costs per year. This is supposed 

to be the end result of the Concurrent Engineering Study a.s \vell as the Cost Analysis. The 

qlwtienL of Lhe total cosL of producLion and the Lo!.al edible biomass produced in a year gives 

us a rough estimate of the economic feasibility of the entire enterprise. It also helps us make 

a.n educated guess regarding the geographical and economic regions where this technolog:y 

might find home. However, the variables are numerous, assumptions are plentiful and all of 

them need to be revised before embarking on a region specific economic analysis and drawing 

conclusions on its basis. However, in the middle of Berlin, the production cost is: 

Table 16.1: Production Cost 

Fixed Costs Costs [FY12; €] 

Building (incl. Site) 
Equipment 

111 ,581,994.00 € 
90,382,192.31 € 

Total Costsw/o margin: 201,964,186.31 € 

Variable Costs Costs [FY12; €/a] 

Personnel 
Power Demand 
Plant Seeds 
Water (recycled) 
Nutrients 
Fish Food 

Total Costsw/o margin: 
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2,050,000 € 
5,390,941 € 

44,406 € 
0€ 

424,919 € 
127,020 € 

8,037,286€ 
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16.1 Cost Scenarios 

Just as the variables the scenarios are innumerable. Hovvever, a couple of them have been 

reported in the Table: 16.2. The first is with respect to the building costs. In one case the 

building is supposed to have a life of 30 years vvith no salvage value at all: since it is assumes 

to be in Berlin the other plausible scenarios is to assign it a salvage value of approximately 

1.2 million Euros for the land and other salvageable materials. The second is with respect 

to the labour requirement. As mentioned above, the first assumption is a highly mechanised 

system requiring only 18 personnel while the other requires 41 of them. The third is with 

respect to the production technology: simple hydroponics or cultivation with elevated C 

or aeroponics. The corresponding yield of crops under the various scenarios are reported in 

Table 7.2. The fourth and the fifth arc of similar nature. They pertain to simulation of 

production costs with various combinations of cost margins for fixed and variable costs. The 

values arc 10% for low, 20% for medium and 30% for high cost margins. 

These simulations are done on the basis of the set of assumption mentioned above. As seen 

in the table, under best scenario, which in itself is a conservative one, the cost of producing 

edible biomass in this system is around 3.17 € / kg. In the \vorst case, that is with no salvage 

value, high labour requirement, hydroponic system, and high cost margins, it takes around 

6.32 € / kg of organic fruits, vegetables and animal protein. 

The simulations also show that it is most probable that the costs lie between 3.50 € / kg and 

4.00 €: / kg (44% of cases), followed by the class bet\veen 4.50 €: / kg and 5.00 €/kg (22% of 

cases), 5.50 € / kg to 6.00 € / kg (17%), under 3.00 € / kg (12%) and above 6.00 € / kg (5% of 

cases). 
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Table 16.2: Scenarios of cost of producing unit biomass 

BUILDING PRODUCTION PRODUCTION BUILDING RECURRENT COSTS OF 
PARAMETERS PARAMETERS TECHNOLOGY COST COST PRODUCTION 

MARGIN MARGIN [€/kg]: 

low 3.17€ 
LOW middle 3.29 € 

high 3.40€ 
Yield With low 3.34€ 

Aeroponics MIDDLE middle 3.46€ 
[t/a] high 3.58 € 

low 3.51 € 
HIGH middle 3.63 € 

high 3.75€ 
low 3.88 € 

LOW middle 4.02€ 
c high 4.17 € w rn Yield With low 4.09€ z 
< Elevated C02 MIDDLE middle 4.23 € 
:I: [t/a] high 4.38€ (.) 
w low 4.30 € ~ 

HIGH middle 4.44€ 
high 4.59 € 
low 5.00€ 

LOW middle 5.19 € 
high 5.37€ 

w Normal Yield 
low 5.27 € 

:::1 MIDDLE middle 5.46€ 
...J [t/a] < high 5.64€ > 
w low 5.54€ 
(!) HIGH middle 5.73 € 
~ high 5.91 € 
...J 

< low 3.39 € rn 
:I: LOW middle 3.52€ 
1- high 3.66 € § 

Yield With low 3.56€ 
Aeroponics MIDDLE middle 3.69 € 

[t/a] high 3.83€ 
low 3.73 € 

HIGH middle 3.86€ 
high 4.00 € 
low 4.14€ 

LOW middle 4.31 € 
...J 

high 4.48€ < 
:::1 

Yield With low 4.35€ z 
< Elevated C02 MIDDLE middle 4.52€ ::2: 

[t/a] high 4.69 € 
low 4.56€ 

HIGH middle 4.73 € 
high 4.90€ 
low 5.34€ 

LOW middle 5.56€ 
high 5.77 € 

Normal Yield low 5.61 € 

[t/a] MIDDLE middle 5.83 € 
high 6.04€ 
low 5.88 € 
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BUILDING PRODUCTION PRODUCTION BUILDING RECURRENT COSTS OF 
PARAMETERS PARAMETERS TECHNOLOGY COST COST PRODUCTION 

MARGIN MARGIN [€/kg]: 

HIGH middle 6.10 € 
high 6.31 € 
low 3.17€ 

LOW middle 3.29 € 
high 3.41 € 

Yield With low 3.34€ 
Aeroponics MIDDLE middle 3.46€ 

[t/a] high 3.58 € 
low 3.52€ 

HIGH middle 3.63 € 
high 3.75€ 
low 3.89 € 

LOW middle 4.03€ 
c 
w high 4.17 € 
(/) 

Yield With low 4.09€ z 
c:( Elevated C02 MIDDLE middle 4.24€ 
J: [t/a] high 4.38€ () 
w low 4.30 € :E 

HIGH middle 4.45€ 
high 4.59 € 
low 5.01 € 

w LOW middle 5.19 € 
::> high 5.38€ 
...J 

~ Normal Yield 
low 5.28 € 

w [t/a) MIDDLE middle 5.46€ 
(!) high 5.65 € 
~ low 5.55€ 
...J 
c:( HIGH middle 5.73 € 
(/) 

high 5.92€ 1-
::> low 3.39 € 
0 
J: LOW middle 3.53€ 
1-
;: high 3.66 € 

Yield With low 3.56€ 
Aeroponics MIDDLE middle 3.70 € 

[t/a) high 3.84€ 
low 3.73 € 

HIGH middle 3.87€ 
high 4.01 € 
low 4.15€ 

...J 
c:( LOW middle 4.32 € 
::> high 4.49€ z 
c:( 

Yield With low 4.36 € ::2: 
Elevated C02 MIDDLE middle 4.53€ 

[t/a] high 4.69 € 
low 4.57€ 

HIGH middle 4.74€ 
high 4.90€ 
low 5.35 € 

LOW middle 5.57€ 
high 5.78 € 

Normal Yield low 5.62€ 
[t/a] MIDDLE middle 5.83 € 
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BUILDING PRODUCTION PRODUCTION BUILDING RECURRENT COSTS OF 
PARAMETERS PARAMETERS TECHNOLOGY COST COST PRODUCTION 

MARGIN MARGIN [€/kg]: 

HIGH 

ASSUMPTIONS 

PRODUCTION 
PARAMElERS 
Yield With Aeroponics [t/a] 
Yield With Elevated C02 
[t/a] 

Normal Yield [t/a] 

PRODUCTION 
lECHNOLOGY 
Mechanised 
Manual 

FACTOR 
1.4 

1.3 

FACTOR 
0.5 

EXCHANGE RATE 

$TO€ 1.3 

INTEREST AND DURATION 
i= 3.00% 
T= 30a 

COST MARGINS 
low 10% 

middle 20% 
high 30% 

SALVAGE VALUE 
FACTOR 
Land 
Others 
SALVAGE VALUE 
W/0 SALVAGE VALUE 

AMOUNT 
771 ,643.50 € 
500,000.00 € 

1,271 ,643.50 € 
0.00 € 

high 
low 

middle 
high 

6.05€ 
5.89 € 
6.10 € 
6.32 € 
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Chapter 17 

Market segmentation 

The technology developed by DLR-ISS in 13remen mainl:y ·with focus on food production for 

space missions. It includes but is not exdusivcly for Vertical farming. Although this study is 

meant for study of market strategy for vertical farms, it is appropriate to discuss the techno

logy and its application with respect to the various market segments. The markets for high 

density bio-regenerative modules, developed in Bremen can be classified on the basis of its 

size, location, function and system characteristics as shmvn in Figure 17.0.1. The different 

forms of classifications arc usable depending on the type of stake holder. For example Govern

ments and Policy makers might be more interested in the classification of the product based 

on location features. Tmvn planners might be more interested in functional classifications. 

\Vhile engineers and technological firms with interest in producing such modules vwuld like 

a classification based on the system characteristics. For the purpose of this study, huwe"\•er) 

the classification based on size is of relevance, and hence a detailed schematic representation 

has been provided in Figure 17.0.2. As is evident, this study solely focuses on the fourth 

segment namely, large systems designed to eater to the needs of up to 100,000 people in a. 

city or to address food sovereignty of resource constrained nations. 
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Figure 17.0.1: Schematic representation of market segments 

Size of 
modules Locations Functions System 

characteristics 
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Of this segment, the market opportunity and marketing strategy for food production modules 

will be studied. The newly developed technology has been applied in Vertical farms. The 

existing designs (like solar power plants) will be revisited and reconsidered to accommodate 

the technology developed by DLR-ISS in order to give it a unique selling point in the market. 

Figure 17.0.2: Market classification on the basis of system size 

Micro (serves Mini (serves up Medium Large (serves 
up to 10 (serves up to up to 100,000 
people) to 1 00 people) 10,000 people) people) 

Rehabilitation Resource 
constrained centres nations 

Schools Prisons Water treatment 
plants 

Hotels and Supermarket Desalinisation 
restaurants rooftops plants 

Submarines and Research Refugee camps bunkers centres 

Pharmaceutical 
and sees 

companies 



Chapter 18 

SWOT Analysis 

A S\VOT analysis is being used to exploit different factors of vertical fanning. S\VOT stands 

for strengths, 'Ncakncsscs, opportunities and threats. It is a simple hut systematic framc

vvork for appraising the intrinsic and institutional environment of a technology or business 

proposition. For the process of strategic planning, the S\VOT analysis is an early but import

ant "first step)' in business planning. The frarnevvork originated from the Stanford Research 

Institute by Albert S. Humphrey and has dominated strategic plans since 1950 [8j. 

18.1 Theory 

The 8\VOT analysis method is also effective to carry out market assessments of projects. 

The 8\VOT analysis can be the first step in identifying potential market opportunities. The 

S\VOT analysis is only one of many tools that should be used in an organization's stra

tegic planning process. There arc a number of methods of environmental analysis like the 

PEST analysis (political, economic:, social and technology analysis) or the Porter's Five

Forces framework r691. 
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Fignre 18.1.1: Procednre algorithm for the S\VOT analysis 

Environmental Scan 

Internal Analysis External Analysis 

Strengths & Weaknesses Opportunities & Threats 

'-...... .../ 
"'Y'" 

SWOT -Matrix 

Starting from an environmental scan (see Figure 18.1.1) t\vo sub analysis need to be de-

vcloped: the analysis of the internal situation and its strengths and weaknesses: as 'vell as 

the external environment and its opportunities and threats. The internal situation describes 

the main product advantages and disadvantages, mainly in comparison to the main compPt.-

ing product (conventional agriculture in this case). In other ·words, the Strengths- \Veakness 

analysis (8\V-analysis) looks at the total output of the system as a. self affected good. The 

external Opportunities-Threats analysis ( OT -analysis) examines the external environment. 

l\Iost.ly those factors cannot be influenced directly through management actions. Oppor-

tunities and threats are anticipated future patlnvays and should be described in a. dynamic 

sense, considering the current situations, existing threats, unexploited opportunities as well 

as probable trends r17] .. 

Quantitative SWOT Analysis: The ref:>ults of the different. aspects are grouped together 

in a sort of benchmark test. Here, every aspect is evaluated and rated ·with a score. The 

score allocation throughout the 8\VOT-a.nalysis is based on the available data.. The weight 

of each aspect reflects a.n indication of an advantage or disadvantage of the vertical farming 

system relat.ive to conventional agriculture. The OT-analysis uses lhe same score allocation 

principle. Thereby, the range of numbers from -5 to I 5 is usuall:y chosen, where I 5 indicates 
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a high strength (or high opportunity) and -5 indicates a high weakness (or high threat). The 

end results of the S\\'OT-analysis are usually displayed in a 2x2 matrix: where the main 

clements of each internal and external scan arc worked out. 

Qualitative SWOT Analysis: Sine the above mentioned benchmarking is difficult in case 

of a non-existing technology like VF: one has to resort to qualitative analysis, purely based on 

logical argument. I3ased on the environmental analysis, several strategies can be developed 

to: 

• Usc strengths to maximi:tc opportunities. 

• Usc strengths to minimize threats. 

• \Iinimize weaknesses by taking advantage of opportunities. 

• :\Enimize weaknesses and avoid threats. 

The VF is compared to conventional farming since it is the mam competitor to vertical 

farming. In this regard first the internal and the external factors are identified. One of the 

back-stays of S\\'OT analysis is survey; customer survey, competitor survey, market survey: 

institutional survey to name a fe\v. In this case such surveys are not possible since this 

technology is nc\v, market is dose to non existent. policies arc not in place and public aware

ness is minimal. Therefore we have to settle for heuristics, internet surveys and concurrent 

engineering studies to quantify the parameters of the S\VOT analysis. 

18.2 Internal Analysis 

The intrinsic factors of vertical agriculture, that may be controlled by within the system 

feature in the internal analysis. These include both positive and negative features, which 

contribute tmvards its strengths and weaknesses. 
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18.2.1 Strengths 
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The strengths or advantages of vertical farming is presently commonplace in print and online 

media, although peer revievved scientific work is not available. One of the sources of positive 

information on vertical farming \Vith almost no documentation of any of its short comings is 

the website of Prof. Dickson Despommier of the Columbia University, Environmental Health 

Science Department ("CSA) [21j. The major strengths are discussed under the following 

topics: 

Industrialisation of Agriculture: Industrialisation is the extensive organisation of an 

economy for the purpose of manufacturing. It is also optimal use of energy for maximal re

source use. Industrial agriculture has till date used agricultural machinery, advanced farming 

practices and genetic technology to increase yield. Hmvever from a socio-economic perspect

ive agriculture has not changed much relative to other manufacturing industry. It still needs 

extensive tracts of fertile land for the purpose of food, fuel or fibre production, as it did 

10,000 thousand years ago. It still remains a time consuming process solely dependent on the 

biological constitution of the cultivated crop. Although green revolution advocated the elim

ination of photoperiodism of a number of crops, agriculture still largely depends on season, 

especially in case fruit and vegetable crops. Socio-economically this renders the farming pop

ulation under or unemployed for a greater part of the year. \Vhile in industrialised nations, 

higher food prices, greater affordability and government subsidies mollifies this problem to 

some extent, in developing countries, v-lhere sustenance agriculture is a norm, this translates 

to poverty and vulnerability. 

Vertical farming provides a. paradigm shift in the way \Ve knmv and do agriculture. In terms 

of space. abandoned urban properties, abandoned mines or even peripheries of buildings 

can be converted into food production centres thereby eliminating the need for expensive 

constructions. ~\Ioreover due to optimum use of vertical space 1 indoor acre is equivalent 

to 4-6 outdoor acres or more, depending upon the c:rop (e.g., strawberries: 1 indoor acre 
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Energy generation: \Vhile conventional agriculture receives natural light free of cost, it 

is still an energy intensive process. Starting from soil preparation to harvesting, energy is 

required to run the machinery. Fertilisers and pesticides arc also derived from fossil fuels. 

\loreover, since production usually takes place far a:way from the point of consumpticm, 

energy is required for extensive post harvest processing and thereafter for refrigeration and/ or 

transportation to the point of consumption. Vertical Farming may add energy back to the grid 

via. methane generation from composting non-edible parts of plants and animals. Although 

the balance of energy required for artificial lighting, heating and cooling and that generated 

by bio-gas is a matter requiring further research. VF dramatically reduces fossil fuel use since 

there is no agricultural machinery, inorganic fertiliser involved. Although energy required for 

plant system support is often dravvn from fossil fuels. Furthermore, since food is grown locally 

or closer to points of consumption, transportation is minimum, thus saving on energy and 

the environment. 

Environment: Agriculture especially in developing and transitional economies have often 

been held responsible for environmental degradation, loss of rainforests like in Amazon basins 

or desertification and loss of ground \Vater as in Khorezm basin. In addition the growing 

controversy regarding production of fuel from food crops or emission of green house gases 

through indiscriminate ploughing have also not served in favour of conventional agriculture. 

Since the publication of "Silent Spring'' by Rachel Carson in 1962, ground water pollution 

caused by agricultural run-offs have also remained a hotly debated topic. VF returns farmland 

to nature, restoring ecosystem functions and services. At least high value fruits and vegetables 

cultivated in vertical farms can case some pressure off agriculture by which fertile lands can 

solely utilised for cereal, fodder, fibre and bio-fuel production. VF can virtually eliminate 

agricultural run-off by rceycling black water. In urban settings or desert nations VF systems 

may be used to convert black and grey water into potable water by collecting the water 

of evapo-transpiration \vhich is one of the many functions of the greenhouse module used 

in remote areas and for the purpose of space explorations, where water is scarce. VF may 
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additionally create sustainable environments for urban centres purifying the air and providing 

a positive psychological effect on urban populace often deprived of greenery. Like botanical 

gardens and parks, they can serve a~ the lungs of the city landscape, relieving it of smog and 

harmful air pollutants. 

18.2.2 Weaknesses 

Crops require space, light, carbon dioxide and water, everything else is required in relatively 

smaller quantities. In conventional agriculture we are used to getting these things for free, the 

ambient light, natural precipitation, growing space, nutrient delivery channels arc present in 

nature and often taken for granted. In case of vertical farming all these need to be supplied at 

a cost. Therefore in order to make this viable, one has to quantif)r the price of these facilities 

and sec if the crops grmvn in vertical farms ean compete in the market '\Vith normally produeed 

crops despite their handicap. 

Space: In case of vertical farming abandoned buildings, mines even peripheries of residen

tial or office buildings may be used to provide space for crop cultivation. This is hovvever not 

free of cost. Senne structures need to be built for the nutrient delivery system and platforms 

for plant grmvth along \Vith artificial growing medium. This could be a weakness as against 

conventional agriculture , '\vhere special structure need not be constructed, greenhouse agri

culture on the other hand has the same issue. Taking this into consideration, vertical fanning 

is logically viable only in places where agrieulture is necessary but agro-dimatologieally dif

ficult to be practised in the open, like in desert nations, nations lacking plain arable land like 

mountainous countries. This might also be justified as a space saving approach in :viega-cities 

where real estate demands hinder setting up of parks and botanical gardens. 

Light: The average insolation on Earth irrespective of cloud cover is around 250 \V;'m 2. 

This is for free. In vertical farming towers this has to be supplied artificially. Although it 

opens up the opportunity to regulate the wavelengths, intensity and photo-period to optimal 
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levels, and can be held comparable to greenhouse agriculture, it still remains a cost that 

needs to be taken into consideration. The justification of incurring this extra cost lies in 

areas "\vhere light intensity is too lmv or the photo-period incompatible for crop cultivation, 

as in higher latitudes or where the intensity is too high for cultivating sensitive salads, fruits 

and vegetables, as in sub-tropical deserts. 

Water: Only in case of rain-fed agriculture is \Vater free for the field crops. Although 

vertical farming requires \Vater to be pumped to greater heights and plumbing is required 

for \Vater and nutrient delivery to every single plant in the culture. Although it is not a 

significant weakness when compared to irrigated or greenhouse agriculture, it is still an extra 

cost component that needs to be taken into consideration. 

The Energy balance: In locations where the cost of energy required to light, heat and 

cool the indoor farms is significantly lower than the cost of importing food, Vertical Farms 

is a viable option. But elsewhere the cost of pnwering artificial lights will make indoor 

farming prohibitively expensive. Though c:rops growing in a glass skyscraper will get some 

natural sunlight during the day, it will be available only at the periphery of these structures. 

\Vithout artificial lighting, crop growth will he uneven, as the plants closest to the \vindmvs 

are exposed to more sunlight and grmv more quickly, while the ones a"\vay will be stunted 

and yield less. 

Despite prcnnising projections, such high-rise farms still only exist as small-scale models. 

Critics don't expect this to change any time soon. The main problem is light in particular, 

the fact that sunlight has to be replaced by LED. In order to replace all of the wheat 

cultivation in the US for an entire year using vertical farming, eight times the amount of 

electricity generated by all the power plants in the US over a single year will be required 

just for pmvering the lighting [30]. Renewable energy sources only generate about 14.3% of 

all pmver in the CS l82j. Therefore, the sector would have to expanded 55-fold to create 

enough energy to illuminate indoor wheat crops for an entire year using renewable energy 
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alone. However drawing from the arguments already presented above, there arc places on 

Earth where vertical fanning may be a viable option. 

18.3 External analysis 

The exogenous factors on which a particular enterprise has no influence upon, but can affect 

its performance positively or otherwise, feature in the external analysis. These arc categorised 

under the opportunities and threats respectively. 

18.3.1 Opportunities 

Opportunities include those external factors and conditions '.Vhich an enterprise should take 

note of and maximise upon in order to gain success. In this case some of the opportunities 

arc being discussed as cases. 

Consumer preference: There is an increasing demand for protein, vitamin and mineral 

rich food as more and more countries transition from developing to industrial nations. Despite 

Engel's law of declining share of food related expenditure with increasing income, there is 

expected to he a change in the pattern in which the people in these countries consume r601. In 

particular, Cranfield et al. [19] expect reduced consumption of unprocessed bulk commodities 

(e.g., grain, rice and cereals) along with an inercascd consumption of higher valued consumer

ready products (e.g., fruit, meat and dairy products). This changing consumer preference 

is an external factor that might serve as an opportunity for vertical farming. Because, 

vertical farming is particularly efficient in producing sensitive crops of high nutritional value 

in harsher agro-climatic zones since it takes weather out of the equation. 

Climate change and Environmental concerns: As seen in figures: 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 it 

is clear that places where population is growing, also happens to be places ·where land is 
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shrinking in terms of arability. Vertical farming might also find opportunity in this dismal 

fact. 

Table 18.1: Greenhouse gas emission in agriculture 

(a) U.S. Greenhouse gas emission by eco
nomic sector (2005). 

Sector 
Electric pmver industry 

Transportation 
Industry 

Agriculture 
Commercial 
Residential 

Other 
Source: f27j 

Percent 
33.5 
22.7 
18.6 
8.2 
5.9 
5.2 

0.8 

(b) C .S. Agricultural greenhouse gas emission by economic sector (2000). 

Source 

Soil l'vlanagemcnt 
Enteric fermentation 
:'vianurc management 

Fossil fuel consumption 
Other 
Total 

Percent of 
Total emissions Agricultural emissions 

5,0 61 
1.5 18 
0.7 9 
0.6 7 
0.3 4 
8.2 100 

Source: f27j 

The tables: 18.1a and 18.lb lends the reader a perspective on hovv conventional agriculture 

contributes to emission of greenhouse gases and therefore towards climate change. Land 

management, through ploughing and manuring contributes to almost 88% of the agricultural 

emissions in the U.S. Vertical farming, vvhich completely rules out this measures, therefore 

has an advantage in this front. Global climate change therefore presents an opportunity for 

vertical farming to get greater social and political acceptance. 

In addition to this there is an increasing controversy regarding the usc of arable land for 

bio-fuels and the later contributing tmvards raising of food prices [7]. Vertical farming can 

relieve high yielding land, nmv used for fruit and vegetable cultivation, so that they may be 

optimally used for whatever purpose the economy deems necessary. 
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Race for food sovereignty: Recent decades have seen food sovereignty being sought by 

many nations and recommended by many think-tanks in view of the volatility of food prices. 

This is seen especially in geographical regions ·where purchasing power is high but agro

climatic factors too hostile for conventional agriculture, like in Deserts, Taigas and Tundras. 

Renewable Energy: The recent developments in the field of rene,vable energy be it in 

Photovoltaics or Solar Thermovoltaics or \Vind or even Pumped-storage Hydroelectricity are 

noteworthy as opportunities. Not only because in larger scale they might open doors for 

cheaper electricity but also because of their location. Since they are mostly located in areas 

unfit for agriculture, even a small fraction of their generating capacity might be used for the 

purpose of a VF. 

18.3.2 Threats 

Scepticism: The biggest threat to VF is scepticism from business and academia, and it is 

not entirely unfounded. Till date no project has practically demonstrated the viability of a 

VF at this scale~ most exist in small research initiatives or as concept drmvings by architects. 

Therefore it is imperative that initiation leave alone acceptance would require convincing at 

different levels and hence requires some serious action research. This vvork is a step tmvards 

removing this scepticism by showing the economic feasibility at least in the drmving board 

by spelling out all the parameters dearly. 

Existing patents: This is a threat not to vertical farming but to DLR as such. Since 

there are lot of early entrants as discussed in the section ~2 on page 13 DLR might face 

initial challenges as a market entrant. In this regard DLR will therefore have to invest in 

research and innovation and use its unique resources and knovv-how to tackle this problem 

head-on. \Vhile this is a unique business opportunity which has not been utilised to its 

optimum level: and has the potential to yield profits for DLR in terms of patent rights 

and consultancy fees, procrastination vvill not serve to its benefit. Since some resourceful 
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organisations arc already taking notice of the potential and investing heavily in this area as 

is seen in the case of Plantagon in Sweden. 

Limited market opportunity: l'viarket opportunity is not ·widespread. It is feasible to 

grmv only high value crops for consumers vvith dispensable money for such products. It 

has no merit to flourish even in :'vicga-cities in resource rich nations as long as conventional 

agriculture can supply food cheaply. The time for such technology might not have come yet) 

in other words, the pressure on our resources arc still not that high that such costly measures 

can be taken. That being said, it does not mean that \Ve should not develop this technology 

for the areas where it could be deployed presently. Although this technology might not see 

mass production in near future, successful implementation of the technology in potential 

markets will definitely improve its marketability. 

Price and subsidies: In 2010, the EU spent €:57 billion on agricultural development, of 

\Vhich €39 billion was spent on direct subsidies. Agricultural and fisheries subsidies form over 

40% of the EU budget [28]. The United States spent around $20 billion per year to farmers in 

direct subsidies as "farm income stabilization" via U.S. farm bills [81j. Although the merits 

or demerits of these measures may be seen from different perspectives and is debatable. from 

the point of ·vertical farming prospects, one thing is clear. These subsidies are there for the 

sole purpose of enabling the farmers to act competitively in a globaliscd ·world. This 'Nill 

definitely not serve in favour of vertical farming. Due to subsidies conventional agriculture 

can and will supply food at prices much lower than the real price and therefore present a 

tough competition for this new technology, where energy costs are a big concern. Therefore, 

the \vay out lies in marketing this solution in areas \Vhere such subsidies are not present

this is increasingly difficult in a glo baliscd world or avoid competition with conventional 

agriculture by producing niche high value products. 

:vioreover, as vve see in the previous part) the cost of producing a unit of biomass in vertical 

farm is prohibitively high, as compare to traditional agriculture. This is not only due to high 
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pmver demand, but also due to expensive machinery required. 

18.4 Qualitative SWOT Analysis 

Tn the Figure: 18.4.1, the internal and external analysis have been tabula.tcd. On the basis of 

this one can go fonvard to the next step for the qualitative analysis. I3ased on the tabulated 

factors a SvVOT matrix can be created. It connects different arguments \vith each other. 

The process of finding relationships between the different findings is a subject of personal 

evaluation, so other relations can be found and also justified. 

Figure 18.4.1: S\VOT Analysis 

(a) Internal Analy:::is 

INTERNAL ANALYSIS 

STRENGTHS 

Industrialisation of Agriculture 

Independence from External Threats 

Energy generation 

Environment 

(h) Exwma.l Analysis 

EXTERNAL ANAL VSIS 

OPPORTUNITIES 
Consumer prefe rence 

Climate change & Environmental concerns 

Race for food soveriegnty 

Renewable Energy 

WEAKNESSES 

Space 

Light 

Water 

Energy Balance 

THREATS 
Sceptisism 

Existing patents 

limited market 

Pri ce and subs idies 

Figure 18.4.2: The S\VOT :t\Iatrix 
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the Arabian Desert has always been limited to a size that could be supported from mainly 

shallmv vvells and scant oasis \Vaters. In 1980, the Saudi population was estimated at 9.8 

million. The population's three fold increa~e by 2010 to 27.44 million has been phenomenal 

[84]. The rapid growth partly resulted from the October 1973 quadrupling of oil prices and 

the consequent expansion of the Saudi economy and agriculture. Although it is an egg

hen conundrum, weather agriculture spurred this growth or the grmvth spurred agriculture 

in desert) one thing is clear, \vithin 12 years, between 1980 and 1992, wheat production 

grew to 4.1 million tons in 1992. To achieve this enormous growth, \vheat-produeing areas 

were increased by 8;")7,000 hectares from 67,000 hectares in 1980 to 924,000 hectares in 1992 

(FAOSTAT). The experience proved that investing to import the expertise and the machinery 

to extract mammoth volumes of water could make agriculture in desert possible) but is not 

sustainable l26j. I3ut it also proves that these countries are ready to subsidise and spend 

that extra money to attain food sovereignty. Vertical farming \vhich undoubtedly is more 

sustainable than the form of agriculture hitherto practised, might find a market in these 

countries. 

The financial cost: For the period between 1984 and 2000) an estimated cost of Saudi 

agricultural development is about $85 billion, representing 18% of the country's $485 billion 

in revenues from oil exports during the period. This excludes costs arising from abandoning 

the newly reclaimed and irrigated lands plus four unquantified government subsidies. The 

first being the government)s price support to electricity and fuel, which benefited the farmers. 

The second is the value of the concessionary borrowing terms on a. total of $9 billion granted 

to 394,000 loans by the Saudi Agricultural Bank by 2000 [61, 26]. The third is the value of 

1.67 million hectares of government land given away bet\veen 1980 and 1992 under the 1968 

Regulation for Fallow Land distribution, and which was used in farming [26]. The fourth is 

the cost of the bureaucracy that the Saudi government had to employ in order to administer 

the ne\v agricultural schemes. This huge investment produced \Vheat at an average cost of 

more than US$500 per ton [25]. During the same period) the international market price for 
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opportunities. 

18.4.2 The Second Quadrant 

In the second quadrant the weakness layer has an intersection with the opportunity layer. 

The point w·here one can minimise w·eakness by banking on the opportunities is energy. 

Renewable energy is a area rapidly making strides around the \Vorld (sec Figure: 18.4.41 
). 

Energy balance of the VF is on the other hand extremely skewed. Development of integrated 

projects where renewable power stations are coupled with VF ·will not only increase their 

marketability but also subsidise their costs mutually. German industry as well as DLR has 

immense expertise and know-hmv in this area. Development of such projects will give them 

a dear upper hand against their competitors. 

Figure 18.4.4: Buildings generating renewable energy 

The Bahrain \Vorld Trade Center with 3 
\Vind Turbines 

1;200 m high Energy Tower coming up in 
Arizona could be home for Vertical Farms 

A vertical farm as per the system analysis presented in this paper, requires a net total of 3.5 

G\Vh of electricity a year. Monumental a.s it seems, this is less than the amount of electrical 

energy generated by a power station of 0.5 l\!I\V installed capacity in a year running at full 

capacity. A wind turbine of 80 m length, for example has an generating capacity of 2.5 

l\!IvV. The following example of a DLR pioneered solar puwer station shows vvhere a VF could 

possible be integrated. 

1Source: http:/ / www.davidtan.org/ and http: / /www.cleanwindenergytower.com/ respectively 
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18.4.2.1 Solar thermal tower: 

The PS10 Solar Power Plant (Figure 18.4.5), is Europe's first commercial concentrating solar 

power tower operating near Seville, in Andalusia, Spain. The 11 megawatt solar power tower 

produces electricity with 624large movable mirrors called heliostats [68]. It took four years to 

build covering an area of 55 hectares and so far cost «35 million. PS10 produces about 23,400 

MWh per year, for which it receives «0,27 per kWh under its power purchase agreement. 

DLR made major technological contribution towards its construction and operationalisation. 

Figure 18.4.5: The PS10 Solar Power Plant 

Source: [68] 

The DLR Institute of Technical Thermodynamics has been working for 30 years on research 

and development of solar-thermal power plants. With more than 80 scientists (spread across 

the Stuttgart, Cologne and Almeria/Spain locations), the institute is one of the world's 

leading research facilities in this field. 

In 2009, the solar thermal experimental and demonstration power plant in Jiilich was made 

operational. The technology for the core of the facility, the receiver, was developed and 

patented by the German Aerospace Center (DLR). DLR, together with the Jiilich Solar 

Institute, provided scientific guidance and support for the planning, design and operation of 

the power plant. 2,153 movable mirrors (heliostats) with a total area of almost 18,000 square 
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meters, arranged over an area of around eight hectares concentrate the solar radiation on a 

receiver that is around 22 square meters in size, installed at the top of a 60-metre tower. The 

steam generated through this heat drives a. turbine, which produces power via. a generator. 

The power plant vvill supply L) megawatts when operated at its rated capacity [23]. 

The list is long but the most significant of a.ll cases is that of DESERTEC. Cheap, safe and 

environmentally friendly elcctrieity from concentrating solar pmver systems could meet about 

15% of European power needs by 2050. DLR has supplied the scientific foundation for the 

DESERTEC project r24]. DESERTEC vvill usc solar-thermal power plants in Earth's sun 

belt to generate climate-friendly electricity for Europe, the Iviiddle East and North Africa 

(lviE~A). The '1'1ED-CSP', 'AQUA-CSP' and 'TRA~S-CSP' studies conducted by DLR 

condudecl that solar-thermal power plants could supply sufficient power and desalinated 

\Vater to meet the growing demand of ME I\ A countries as \Vell as Europe, while using less than 

0.3% of the :\IENA desert area. The ~'viED-CSP study focuses on the sustainable supply of 

electricity in JviE:.JA countries ·while AQCA-CSP analyses the drinking water supply. \Vhic:h 

all in all sol-ves the most pressing challenge faced by vertical fanning, namely, energy and 

water in non-arable regions [24]. 

This is an unique selling point for DLR, which gives it an advantageous position ahead of all 

its competitors. By combining its knmv how in the field of energy generation from rcnevvablc 

sources as well as producing water as a bi-product of this process, DLR can develop and 

market self contained vertical farming systems, ·which not only addresses the food production 

issues but takes care of its water and energy needs in areas ·where agriculture is virtually 

impossible. 

18.4.3 The Third Quadrant 

The third quadrant shows the intersection of strength and threat layer. This quadrant indic

ates a. possible threat to the enterprise or the product, but it also shows a possible strength 

of the enterprise in order to prevent this particular threat. A list of possible combinations in 
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RADISH 15.00 
POTATOES 28.00 
TOMATOES 45.00 
PEPPER 30.00 
STRAWBERRY 30.00 
PEAS 6.00 
CABBAGE 50.00 
LETTUCE 25.00 
SPINACH 12.00 
TOTAL 

Table 18.2: A co1nparison t.o traditional agriculture 

100.52 1.53 123.76 
71.08 5.39 247.52 
212.87 3.44 297.03 
94.61 4.42 198.02 
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32. 17 1.57 297.03 
197. 10 1.35 247.52 
718.01 1.47 594.06 
80.42 1.82 148.51 
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to section of "Further Research") could bring down costs and boost its attractiveness even in 

places ·where marketability is currently out of question. 

18.4.4 The Fourth Quadrant 

The fourth quadrant, which is also called the dead quadrant, shows the intersection between 

the weakness layer and the threat layer. In this quadrant the enterprise has to face a threat 

but can only oppose a. 'Ncakncss in this field. Therefore, the strategy is to minimise the 

weakness and avoid the threats. This quadrant leads to a strategy elaborated in the section 

on Further Research. cause only through investigating possible methods of optimising space, 

light, water and energy requirement and maximising yield can the weaknesses be minim

ised. In addition this strategy vmuld also help avoid threats arising from general scepticism 

regarding the viability of this project as well as creation of market opportunities. 

The threat of existing patents is one for German industry, if big firms start taking interest and 

arc convinced about its business potential, the threat is minor. Since most of the organisations 

engaged in this business are small research groups or firms classica.l Jvi&A strategy vvould serve 

the cause. 

As far as price and subsidies arc concerned, once the Governments arc convinced of the 

viability and positive attributes of VF this threat also stands a minimal chance. 13esides 

being a carbon neutral enterprise, there is a possibility of carbon trading, which will offset 

the high cost of production to some extent. In addition to that, the price is high due to the 

high costs of equipments as vvell as the pmver costs. \Vhile power costs could be tackled only 

through research into energy efficient production system, the equipment costs are expected 

to go dovvn once the trend catches up and serial production of these equipmentation starts. 

For that matter it is important to throw light on the market potential of this technology. 

All in all, the call of the day is to start integrated research projects to investigate the questions 

that have been identified by this research and kept open ended. 



Chapter 19 

Market Potential 

Having discussed the limitations of market potential with regards to areas ·where traditional 

agriculture can supply cheap produce or 'Nhere the purchasing pmver of consumers arc not 

high enough, this chapter discusses the potential of marketing this technology not\vithsta.nd-

ing the limitations and scepticism. Presently the biggest markets for this technology accord-

ing to the above analysis, is in Desert regions, Taiga region and Iviega-c:ities. \Vhat it means 

in terms of numbers have been discussed in the subsequent sub-chapters. The statistics refer 

to only those countries or cities, where the GDP per capita is "CSD 20,0001 or more. This is 

selected as a cut off mark as purchasing pmver of the consumers is the most important factor 

for assessing market potential, beside the urge for food sovereignty and incompatibility of 

agro-climatic: factors for food production. 

1The data presented are a rough estimates based on the projected figures in \Vikipe-
dia. (http: // eruviki pedia.org/ wiki / List_ of_ cities_ by_ G DP) and CIA- The World Fact book 
(https: // W\:VW .cia..gov/ li brary/ pu blications / the-world-fact. book/ ) 

137 
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19.1 Desert Region 

Table 19.1: Statistics of J'viiddle Eastern :'-rations 

Country GDP per Capita Population :\Iarket potential 

Qatar $102,700 1,853,563 18 
Cnited Arab Emirates $42J)00 8,264,070 82 
Kuwait $40,700 3,566,437 35 
Israel $31,000 7,879,500 78 
Oman $23,900 2,773,479 27 
Bahrain $21,200 1,234/)71 12 
Saudi Arabia $20,400 27,136,977 271 

I3y desert regions :\'liddle East and Korth African (:\lENA) countries have been referred to. 

Although there are many other countries like Australia, and the US which have substantial 

stretches of land that fall under the category of desert, due to other fertile tracts, these 

nations arc not resource constrained and enjoy food sufficiency. The nations shmvn in the 

Table: 19.1, have been selected because they are resource constrained, do not enjoy food 

sovereignty, but can financially afford to do so (as shmvn by the GDP per capita figure being 

above USD 20,000). 

If it is assumed that only 100g of VF produce is consumed per head per day, the design 

presented in this thesis, can feed around 100,000 people round the year. Based on this figure 

the market potential has been calculated, simply as a quotient of the present population and 

the supply potential of a VF (100,000 people). This is probably not the number offarms that 

would be built, but it gives us a rough idea of how many could be build and \vhat potential 

lies ahead for this technology. If \Ve go for the short run, just for pilot projects, one could 

safely assume two VF to be built in every country totalling to a figure of 14 tmvers, until the 

trend catches on and series production of this technology commences. 

It is worth noting that the system assumption in case of deserts would be completely different. 

Besides, due to high potential of harvesting solar energy and distilling sea \Vater, the cost 

of production could be drastically reduced, giving these nations an upper hand in food 

production potential formerly unthinkable of. Although the systems have to be closed \vith 
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\Vater recycling eapaeity. 

19.2 Taiga Region 

Table 19.2: Statistics of Nordic I\ations 

Country GDP per Capita Population 1\iiarket potential 

Denmark $37);)1 ;),543,453 ;);) 

Nonvay $53A70 5,003,000 50 
Sweden $40~393 9,415,295 94 
Finland $49~349 5,410,233 54 
Iecland $38,060 320,060 3 
Greenland $37,517 56,615 1 

The nations lying in the Taiga regions also have comparable situation. Although other 

countries like Russia. and Canada lie in these region, they have other fertile tracts that offsets 

their food dependency as a nation and hence they were left from the analysis. The :'-Jordic 

countries have inconducive conditions for agriculture, high purchasing pmver and abundance 

of renewable energy in the form of hydro-electric or off-shore '\Vill(l power. In addition to 

that they strive for food sufficiency ·which makes them a good market for VF technology. 

This is also seen in the projects been developed in Svveden l58j. Table: 19.2 gives us an 

overview of the same. Again, at limits one could construct as many VF as shown in the last 

column although that is unlikely. Huwever~ one could safely assume that for pilot purposes~ 

even if two VF arc constructed per nation, 12 VF could come up in the short term. In 

terms of system design, water recyding might be left out of the equation thereby bringing 

down the operational cost drastically. IVIoreover they 'vill only require heating which could 

be ehannelised from residual heat form industries, or geothermal heat, which is so ubiquitous 

in Iceland. This \vould help bring down the pmver costs of the system and lead to lmver cost 

of production. 
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19.3 Mega-cities 

Table 19.3: Statistics of European \lega-cities 

City GDP per Capita Population l\Iarket potential 

London $75:330 7,;)00,000 7;) 
Paris $50:900 11,090,000 110 

.ivladrid $39:600 5,800,000 58 
Barcelona $35:600 4,970,000 49 

I3erlin $28:500 4,970,000 49 

Table 19.4: Statistics of North American .\!ega-cities 

City GDP per Capita Population I\-farket potential 

\Vashingtcm: D.C. $76)00 5,580,000 5;) 
New York City $67}00 18,900,000 189 
Houston $64:600 ;),950,000 59 
Dallas $58:700 6,370,000 63 
Philadelphia $58:200 5,960,000 59 
Los Angeles $57:500 12,820,000 128 
Chicago $56,300 9,460,000 94 
Atlanta $51,700 5,270,000 52 

Table 19.5: Statistics of Asian IVIega-cities 

City GDP per Capita Population .\hrket potential 

Hong Kong $45,268 7,069,000 70 
Singapore $44,449 4,837,000 48 
Tokyo $40,334 36,669,000 366 
Osaka $36,782 11,337,000 113 
Seoul $29,776 9,773,000 97 

Table 19.6: Statistics of South American ~'viega-cities 

City 

I3uenos Aires 
Santiago 
J\iiexico City 

GDP per Capita 

$27,689 
$20,161 
$20,041 

Population 

13,074,000 
5,952,000 

19,460,000 

~viarket potential 

130 
59 

194 

140 

From Tables: 19.3 through 19.6 the market potential in :viega-cities have been tabulated. 

The criteria for consideration in this analysis being population of around 5 million and per 
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capita GDP of above USD 20,000. Under this criteria, one gets 5 cities in Europe, 8 in 

North America, 5 in Asia and 3 in South America. Since this is an expensive venture it 

is conservative to take such estimates. Piloting in the initial years will be done not only 

for food production purposes but also to add prestige to the city and provide ecological 

services, before VF can fully demonstrate its worth. These motives can only expected in 

comparatively rich cities \vith high level of environmental consciousness. In terms of system 

design, these VF will require everything conceptualised in this study from water recycling 

to external power input, in addition it can incorporate systems for grey water purification. 

However, the prime real estate may be used for additional purposes to house offices, hotels 

or botanical gardens in the periphery thus bringing down t he capital expenditure required 

solely for the VF construction. Although the full market potential is high, assuming one 

VF per city, we are still looking at around 21 VF that could come up as pilot projects in 

mega-cities around the world. 

19.4 In a nut-shell 

Figure 19.4.1: 1vlarket share 

(a) Pilot farms (b) Full realisable potential 

For a company interested in investing in this new technology, wha.t does the above analysis 

mean in a. nut-shell? The answer lies in Figure: 19.4.1. Considering the countries in the desert 

and Taiga regions, and the mega-cities, there is a potential of setting up around 2900 VF. 
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Although this projection looks utopian, mass production ·will bring dmvn costs, research 'Nill 

make production cheaper, as a result of \vhieh the market potential vvill extend to cities and 

countries not envisaged in this analysis. 

Hmvever; for the starting point; one could just look at the number of VF that could be built 

as pilot projects. Assuming t\vo for each country and one for each mega-city, a total of 4 7 

VF could be build in the short term. 

The market share shuwn in Figure: 19.4.1 shmvs the short and long term shares. This allmvs 

the company to decide what type of system needs to be emphasised 011. Both for the short 

and long term one can project that the greatest potential lies in the systems developed for 

mega-cities. This is folluwed by desert regions. \Vith an increasing threat of desertification 

caused by climate change, this segment is also going to retain its importance. ~orclic countries 

has the smallest share both in short and long term. Ivioreover, this market once served vvill 

acquire saturation, provided the costs do not come dmvn drastically. In that case similar 

technology will find home in other places of the Taiga regions and could be customised for 

northern cities mirroring similar conditions of prolonged \Vinter. 

Hence, one could conclude that there is considerable market potential for this technology and 

therefore pilots should be initiated to tap these markets. 
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516 times the yield expected from growing these vegetables in an area of 0.25 ha with the 

given proportion. Bi-products are mainly 2:443 tons of biological vvaste yielding around 3 

million litres of bio-ga.s and recycled nutrients in addition to slurry which can be used as 

farm manure. Such a system can produce fruits, vegetables and fish at an average cost lying 

between € 3.50 and € 4.00. 

\Iarket for such a technology is mainly in resource constrained nations and mega-cities with 

substantially high purchasing power. Even then, such high cost of production might be a 

prohibitive factor. In order to bring that dmvn. thorough research for more efficient pro

duction techniques in addition to integration and customisation of these systems \vith other 

enterprises are required. 1viass production of the equipments and use of this structure for 

additional business and/ or economic purposes ·will bring clown the costs and increase its 

appeal. 

20.1 Further research 

The intent of this research \Vas to investigate whether the concept of vertical farms- \vhich 

have been implemented in various forms around the ·world is really feasible financially and 

economically. And if so, \vill this technology be marketable and where? A prototype has been 

planned and diseussed, and a cost analysis developed on its basis. However, in the planning 

phase a number of open ended issued have been discovered which is not answerable through a 

brain storming session, without proper experimentation. There are simply too many known 

and unknmvn unknowns. For that matter. this chapter is devoted to bring forward a couple 

of issues that need to be researched, as a next step nuw that we knmv this concept to be 

realisable. The research needs arc henceforth discussed under the designated paragraphs. 

The System: As could be determined from the system breakdown in Table 5.1, the Vertical 

Farm designed during this CEF -study will produce edible biomass through a combination of 

crop cultivation and fish fanning. 
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1. Other options could have be('n to focus ent.irely on crop enlt.ivmion, to combine erop 

cultivation with poultry or pig fimning, or even to eomhine all three disciplines: crop 

cultivation, farm animal product.ion and fish farming. 

2. The decision to do crop eu It iv;;u i011 and l"ish farr11 i ng i 11 the Vertical Farm follows from 

a more fu nda men\ al l.rade-oiT bel. ween open loop ::l.nd do~ed loop hioma~R produetion. 

In ::l.n open loop there is limited rer.ydi ng /l.nd re-ust:> of resoun~eR, whereas a do~t:>d 

loop syst('m will mtempt to recover resource!; when possible. figure 20.1.1 gives a.n 

indieation of the savings which can he gained in resource r;npply ma~s hy moving from 

an lll-WIL to a do~ed loop r;yr;tem. 

Figure 20.1.1: Savings in rdat.ive supply ma~s of dor;ed loop versu~ open loop ~y~tcms 
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;3. The l.r::!.de-orf lwt wet:>n open loop and elo~ed loop iR ba~ed on the rei::!,\ i ve eom plex ity 

and the pot('nt.ial cost saving-!;. For the CEf -st.udy detiJ,ilerl in thi!; report it WIJ,!; deeirled 

to look into a dor;ed loop system. 
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4. The decision to combine crop cultivation with fish farming followed from the decision 

to go for a closed loop system. Inedible biomass resulting from the crop cultivation is 

used as feed for the fish, while the \vaste produced by the fish can be used as a source 

of nutrients for the crops. 

5. The trade-off between fish and farm animals ·was eventually \von by fish, due to the 

relative simplicity of fish farming compared to farm animal production. 

6. A different aspect of the closed loop Vertical Farm system is the \Vaste IVIanagement 

system. In an open loop system, the waste produced as a by-product of Vertical Farm 

operations would most likely be sold to farmers for composting, or else it would be 

removed for processing (at some cost) by a waste processing company. In this case, 

there would be no real need for a separate \Vaste :\Ianagement System within the 

Vertical Farm system. 

7. In the closed loop system, however, the '.vaste produced by the crops and fish is used, 

to the fullest extent possible, for nutrient extraction, as well as power and heating. 

8. Other important decisions '.vhich needed to be made before the start of the CEF

study were trade-offs between mono-crop and multi-crop production and natural versus 

artificial lighting, since these decisions have significant impact on the eventual design 

of the Vertical Farm and hence its economic feasibility. 

9. :\Iono-crop production vmuld consist of the Vertical Farm only producing one type of 

crop. By careful selection of this c:rop species, it would be possible to increase the total 

crop cultivation area of the Vertical Farm, as '.vell as the edible biomass production, 

compared with the multi-crop production scenario. The complexity of the design would 

be lower as well, since the same conditions (e.g. lighting, nutrient solution) can be used 

on every plant cultivation floor. 

10. On the other hand, the multi-crop production strategy, which would have the Vertical 
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Farm produce several types of crop, would be better suited to meeting the dietary needs 

of a population. It is precisely this reason \vhich led to the decision to produce multiple 

crop species within the Vertical Farm. 

11. Finally. a trade-off bet\veen natural and artificial illumination was carried out. The 

main factors were the potential energy, and hence cost, savings which might be achieved 

by using natural lighting for the crop cultivation system on the one hand, and the ability 

to control and optimi11e the lighting conditions \vith artificial lighting on the other hand. 

12. Eventually, it \vas decided to use only artificial lighting in the Vertical Farm. This 

decision was made based on several reasons, such as the ability to specifically tailor the 

lighting spectrum to suit the needs of each crop, but also on the fact that no location 

was selected for the Vertical Farm. Since an analysis of crop cultivation \Vith natural 

lighting would depend heavily on the local lighting conditions, it would require selection 

of a specific location. This would also mean that the economic picture of the Vertical 

Farm would vary (significantly) depending on the selected location for the Vertical 

Farm. 

13. \Vhile it was unavoidable to base certain cost data for some of the cost estimations 

which were done as part of the CEF-study on specific locations, it \Vas decided to 

make the overall design as widely applicable as possible. The design and the resulting 

economic picture should be (nearly) the same regardless of the Vertical Farm being in 

Berlin or Tokyo. 

The Building: ~mv that is has been demonstrated that even a 37 story high building in 

Berlin with 30 years of life can be devoted solely to the purpose of crop cultivation, a couple 

of questions might be posed. 

1. Urban Location: If the structure is in the middle of an urban agglomerate, it could 

be made to serve multiple purposes. Being in prime real estate, its periphery could be 
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2. Rcconfiguration of layout: The layout of the aquaria could be redesigned due to the 

consumption of space and also for ideal work processes. In addition, the tank size could 

be optimized to increase production. 

3. :\Ia.ss balance of within the aquaculture system: Tilapia can be fed \vith plant-waste, 

leftover food and even faeces (although regulation in some countries does not permit 

this). However, the mass balance of waste disposal and nutrient production \vithin the 

VF needs to be optimized as more and more detailed designs become available. 

4. Research on environmental requirements of fish: Tilapia requires a well-balanced en

vironment which needs to be closely monitored in order to optimize production and 

prevent premature deaths. 

5. Growth requirements for Tilapia: Exact optimum growth requirements have the pos

sibilit:y to maximize Tilapia production. 

6. Genetic engineering or Cross-breeding: Genetic engineering or cross-breeding provides 

the possibility to increase Tilapia gmw rate, increase environmental resistance and 

Omega-3 fatty percentage. 

Labour requirement: \Vorking hours of the machines and workers depend on the hanres

ted food and fish per day. On some days there will be less food and fish for processing, \Vhile 

on other days there will be hectic schedules. This means that the machines and workers will 

not \Vork constantly for the same time every day, the optimal labour requirement as well 

as the production plan needs to be worked out. Additionally, the level of automation and 

mechanisa.tion needs in-depth research since labour cost is the second biggest cost head and 

have a big influence on the balance sheet. These arc issues "\Vhich arc beyond the scope of a 

Concurrent Engineering Study and hence call for action research. 

Waste Management: Further investigations arc necessary in the following areas: 
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1. Evaluation of AD Processes: there arc six well-investigated digester processes each with 

pros and cons. In order to obtain maximum methane production, an evaluation of these 

processes can be made. 

2. Residue \Vaste Composition: the composition of residue substrate from the AD process 

is not discussed in detail. Its reuse as nutrients for the farming system needs to be 

researched in-depth. 

3. Can the plants be effectively used for grey vvater purification in a city, a.s m a space 

ship'? Hmv'? And if so how could we use this vvater for irrigating the plants? 

4. Crop residue is very useful to generate soil organic matter and farmers use it worldwide 

to enhance carbon and nitrogen content of the soil. Hmvever, Anaerobic Digestion is 

a proven technology for municipal vvaste, waste-water and sludge. It can be further 

evaluated whether to use AD is economical for VF or is it better to sell it directly to 

fanners as green manure':' 

The aim of the \Vastc \Ianagcment System is to utilize '.vaste in the VF as a resource. It is 

observed that '.vith AD of waste, VF has the potential to generate methane yield of 60 / ton 

of bio-waste. This may also generate energy of 4.9 \1\;\lh. How to maximise this yield, how 

to use the affluent slurry, should be practically investigated. 

Power and lighting: Several LED panels for plant growth exist. Due to the high amount 

of panels required for the proposed VF concept: 

1. An innovative panel design specialized on the requirements of vertical farming is feasible 

and should be investigated. 

2. Besides LED lighting, indirect natural lighting feeding fibre optic cables for the light 

distribution can be considered for the lighting system. Hmvever, the required collector 

area for the illumination of 93,000 m 2 is huge and the development and building costs 
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have to he compared with the cost of LED lighting. :-.Icverthdcss, a hybrid design using 

indirect natural and electrical lighting for the illumination of the cultivated plants would 

he a fea~ihle option. 

3. The power demand for Environmental Regulation is completely a grey area. and needs 

to be thoroughly researched. This can be done only in real world situation, by ac

tually building a vertical farming tower since all existing literature pertain to space 

applications. 

\Vith regards to the overall power demand and cost thereof, vertical farms score dismally 

against traditional agriculture, vvhere lighting, environmental control and irrigation is mostly 

natural. It is also no wonder that pmver cost is the largest head in this balance sheet. In 

order to address this, vertical farms may vvell be integrated with sources of renewable energy 

to bring dmvn this cost. This plan requires additional research in terms of engineering and 

econonncs and in view of the comparative facts already presented is definitely a feasible 

option. 

20.2 Conclusion 

A billion go hungry, food prices are volatile and in luw income countries, this leads more into 

starvation and malnutrition. Despite this, as of 2011, 1.3 billion tons of global food production 

is lost or wasted annually [37j. This loss takes place during storage, transportation, packaging, 

damage during production to name a few causes. All of these factors have to do with how 

we do agriculture and lww we deliver this to the centres of consumption. If food is grmvn 

dose to the centres of demand, under controlled environment, all of this could be avoided to 

some extent. Growing urbanisation also points at the same direction , \vhereby food grmvn 

in cities can be consumed locally \vith minimal transport and loss. 

India and China arc growing in number as well a~ purehasing pmver. This means a shift 

in consumer preference from carbohydrate rich to protein and vitamin rich diets. Growing 
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them in traditional methods arc putting enormous pressure on our already scarce resources. 

Poorer nations on the other hand are demanding cheap food at stable prices, one that could 

he easily grmvn traditionally. It is time a debate similar to food v/ s bio-fucl must start 

regarding how much land should be dedicated to high value crops that could otherwise be 

used to grmv cereals, pulses and other crops. 

Climate change and desertification arc worsening the situation. Changing pattern of weather 

is making planning for crop cultivation increasingly uncertain. :\lore and more land mass 

is getting engulfed in desert like agro-climatic conditions, rendering them very difficult to 

cultivate. On the other hand, \Ve need to double our food production by 2050. Simple logic 

dictates that \Ve have to reclaim desertified land and start gruwing crops in a \vay that reduces 

their dependence on weather and external factors. 

People have already started thinking in this direction as shown by the various projects being 

undertaken in l'SA, Canada, l'K. I\cthcrlands, S·vvcdcn. Korea to name a few. There arc 

vertical farms as well as similar technologies being tried and tested around the world. The 

problem is of scale, none of these are big enough to practically demonstrate the scope of this 

technology. 

In the process conceived above one may produce a kg of bio-mass with the composition 

shmvn in Table 20.1. If an individual consumes lOOg of produce generated in this VF, it 

would be able to provide around 100,000 individuals round the year (assuming production of 

around 3500 tons of edible biomass as in this case). Although this design and all the related 

estimations have been done for a representative VF in Berlin, it strives to stand as one of 

the many possible designs. For that matter, the objective function was to calculate the cost 

of production for an unit biomass with the aim of maximising the biomass diversity of the 

system. I\o objecti-ve of profit maximisation have been set since factor and product prices 

arc temporal and region specific. 
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Table 20.1: Composition of produce 

CROPS COMPOSI110N (g) 

CARROTS 56 
RADISH 41 
POTATOES 103 
TOMATOES 197 
PEPPER 113 
STRAWBERRY 44 

PEAS 14 
CABBAGE 72 
LETTUCE 284 
SPINACH 39 
FISH 37 
TOTAL 1000 

This work started with scepticism that food grown iu Vertical Fanus might be exorbitautly 

expensive l.o ever become a practicable solution. This Lechnology draws heavily from Space 

Agricnltur<\ anrl lack of literatnre on terrestrial applications leave alone cost analysis fndled 

this scept.ieism furt.her. Concept farms abounding the internet. hardly seems practicable and 

well thought out. This work is first of its kind and contributes a new dimension to agricultural 

ecouomics. 

Having done a detailed system and c:osL a.nalysisl it seems l.ha.L all.hough l.he produce ol' VF 

is considerably c:osl.lier l.ha.n mainstream food products: l.he price is noLa \ovorld apart.. \Vith 

a € ::U 7 to ~ G.:)2 price window there is some hope. Streamlining of this technology and 

further research eould scale down the cost. \Vith this, one ean conclude that even with 

conservative assumptions, growing food in Vertical Farms might be a feasible venture. 

However, before that, research needs to be done to tackle the multiple short comings of the 

VF sysl.em. As discussed in Lhe previous Pan on \!JarkeL Analysis, integration oi'VF sysLems 

with renewable energy st.ations would not only help cllt rlown power cost.s but since snch 

farms are usually located on infertile lands, it helps utilise sueh tracts for the purpose of 

food production. lu additiou to that if environmental ami ecological services like grey water 

purification, carbon sequestration etc. are integrated iuto V F, given its perfonnauce in corn-

parison lO l.ra.ditional agriculture; the technology definitely stands a. chance or prolifercll.ion. 
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This work "\V&"> initiated in order to do a desktop research on the feasibility of closed system 

food production technology, otherwise developed for space applications. Now we see that 

it is theoretically possible to do so and that it is economically as \vell as environmentally 

viable. If this body of ·work succeeds in arousing the interest of German industry or research 

institutions and prompts them to do further research and de"\•elopment I would consider this 

effort "\Vorthwhile. 
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Appendix A 

Fluid delivery system 

Table A.l: i\ list of equipments available in the market 

Components required for the aeroponic system 

Smart.eontroler r2]: 
- Price: unknown 
- DescripLion: The int.egrat.ed control sysl.ern for hydropower 
plant.s is organised around high-performance auLOmation cells Lhat 
carry oul. all the controlling: regulating and operal.ing functions. 
In priuciple, one automation cell controls one hydro 
turbine/ generator unit. 

Accumulator tank: 
- Price: $279.99 
- Description: Iligh pressure nutrient solution accumulator stores 
solution at 1()() psi. Connect unit to our high pressure pump and 
hydro-control units. Pre-charged t.o red1we pump cut-in and 
ent-out. cycles. 
- Port size: :)j4" st.ainlc~s steel male pipe thread. 
- Solution storage capaciLy: 2.5 gallons (1 0 lit.res). 
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Digital timer: 
- Price: $199.95 
- Description: Solid State Repeating Timer for Aeroponic Seed 
Gennination, Cutting Propagation and Continuous growth. 
Designed t.o control short burst spray ::$ second or () second 
durations and extended spray interval operation - repeatable 
non-stop operation 24hrs/7days. 
-Includes: 24VAC transformer (1A). Feal.ures a.ut.o-reseL upon 
power interrupl.ion, LED indica.l.or sl.at.us lighl.s and 24V (1 A) 
outpuL connector cable (wil.h wire nuts). 
- Siz;e: 2.5 inch x 5 inch x 3 inch (6.1 em x 12.8 em x 7.2 ern) 

Irrigation components 

Pump high-pressure delivery: 
P .. ,. $''2()() ()() - rlCC. , .. · .. ·• 

- Description: This high pressure diaphragm pmnp delivers for 
wat.er and nutrient solnt.ions at 100 psi at full dfi.dency which 
used wit.h an accumulator tank and solenoid. Sealed diaphragm 
construction includes polypropylene housing includes cheek values 
and aul.oma.Lic: pressure sensor (aul.o on/orr). 

Spray jeL: 
- Price: $9.99 
- Description: Right angle spray jet with 0.025" orifice with 1j;i in 
barb. 
- Package siz;e: 1 ea.. 
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Pipes: 
- Price: $5.99 
- Description: Corrm;ive resistant tubing. Black vinyl tubing for 
algae free nutrient solution delivery. C se with black nylon bard 
adapter for low pre~sure application~. 
- Package size: 10 ft (:~m) 
-Size: 1/411 ID (:~/8" OD) x HJl 

Connectors: 
- Price: $4.99 
- Desc:ripLion: Ada.pt.er ELBO 1 /4'1 Female x 1 /4'1 Female 
- 13lack Package Size: 2 ea. 

BEYONDTM: 

- Price: $119.99 
- Descriptiou: is derived from natural aquatic materials. Proveu 
aboard :'\ASA;s space shuttle and organic growers worldwide. This 
product is a. certified natural plant a.mendnwnt - not a pesticide. 
- Content~: \Vater ... !J8.G7(X Nitrogen (:'\) ... 0.28(/c/Caleimn 
(Ca.) ... 0.00%/Total.. ... 100.00% 
- Size: Hi f1 . oz. ( 474 ml) bottle 
- A pplic:ation ra.Le: 

• Apply hand or spray: Mix :30 ml into one gallon. Apply 
o llen. -1 Gga lions 

• Add t.o aeroponie or hydroponic reservoir: :VIix 0 ml into HI 
gal water. -wogallons 

Soun~e: /50/ 
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Appendix B 

Building cost1 

This chapter is an explanation of the use of parametric cost estimation for determining the 

cost of the building (also refer to B). The cost estimate of building construction or renovation 

is based on the cost of building construction data base of Baukosteninformationszentrum 

(BKI). Using this building eost data base, it is possible to estimate the cost of high-rise 

construction in the early planning phases through a parametric cost estimate. The BKI 

\Vas founded in 1996 by the chambers of architects of all states ·with the aim of providing 

current construction cost data. and to develop targeted methods for the determination of 

construction costs. To this end, the BKI tables come with cost parameters ''Kostenkenmverten 

(KK\V)" and planning parameters "Planungskcnnwcrtcn (PK\;\7)" for the first and second 

level according to DI:.J 276 for 7 4 types of buildings. 

The required data is derived from actual construction costs or cost estimation of architectural 

firms through statistical averaging. In this context, cost variables describe the relationship 

between the costs of certain categories according to DIN 276-1:2008-12. This is with respect 

to specific reference units such as gross floor area, excavation or content area of the building 

site in accordance with DIN 277-3:2005-04 [11]. The design parameters describe the mutual 

relationships of certain areas and volumes. They arc used in the form of percentages or 

1 This chapter is based on the document provided by :VIr. Conrad Zeidler entitled "~utzung der Para.
mctrischcn Kostcnschatzung zur Ermittlung dcr Gcbaudckostcn (Anwcndungsbcispicl)", 'vhich is an annexed 
chapter in his unpublished :\Ia.ster Thesis. 
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factors. The DIK standard DIN 276 regulates the planning of the construction costs. It 

applies in particular for the identification and classification of costs and is applied to the 

cost of new construction, renovation and modernization of buildings and associated project

related costs. The first level of the cost breakdovvn, structure the total cost of building for 

the following seven groups [22]: 

• 100: Land 

• 200: Preparing and excavation 

• 300: Building - Building construction 

• 400: Building- Equipment 

• 500 External installations 

• 600 Internal facilities and art 

• 700 Tviiscella.neous building costs 

This approach is used for a rough estimation of costs. In order to determine the exact costs, 

costs should be broken do-wn into the second level. The following examples show the second 

level of cost group 300 [22]: 

• 310: Pit 

• 320: Foundation 

• 330: External walls 

• 340: Internal \valls 

• 350: Blankets 

• 360: Roofs 

• 370: Built-constructional 

• 390: Other measures for building structures 

For more accurate cost calculations the cost can be further broken dmvn to a third level [22]. 

The building cost data base '\Vill be expanded each year with several new projects. The old 

cost data is standardized during this process up to the 1st Quarter of the current year. In 

this case, the building cost data base \vas used ·with the publication date of 2010 [llj. The 
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cost of simulation models which were used in this work, the cost of building modifications 

and new construction are based also on the cost parameters and design characteristics of 

the construction cost information centre. Based on these data a table in :\IS Excel was 

created. This table consists of five main columns and is slwwn in Table B.l. The lines of 

the first column range is after the seven cost categories of the first level broken dmvn by Dll\ 

276-1:2006-11. The costs of groups 300 and 400 arc for more accurate cost calculation and 

constitute the second level according to DI~ 276-1:2006-11 [22]. Additionally, behind the 

various cost categories, the information regarding areas/values and units arc indicated, by 

means of which the cost of the building can be estimated. In section 2 of Table B.l one can 

find, the values for the area of the building site (FI3G), the gross floor area (I3GF) and the 

outdoor unit size (AUG) in this catalogue marked in yellmv cells . From the BGF one may 

calculate the cost categories 310-360 by multiplying the average design parameters in the red 

shaded cells for the reference surfaces and volumes. The design parameters ean be taken from 

the tables of the BKI data collection for each type of building (see Figure 85 in Appendix 

13). All the remaining 300, 400, 600 and 700 cost groups use the I3GF as a reference for the 

calculation of costs and have to be just as little as the equivalent of the FBG and the AUG, 

\vhich also represent the correct reference areas for cost determination. In the last column of 

this range it is possible that the eost estimates ealeulatcd by the model modifies the reference 

areas/volumes of up to 360- 310th cost group in green shaded cells. These variables are then 

used in the follmving range of columns for further calculations. 

Table B.l: Simulation model building costs (1: Cost groups, 2 levels ·with planning paramet

ers; 3: Cost sensitivity, 4 comments, 5: Cost) In the third column area (point 3 in Table I3.1) 

included in the red shaded cells arc the minimum, average and maximum values of the cost 

characteristics of the individual cost groups from the BKI tables (see Table 13.4). These serve 

as a guideline for selection by the user of the model in the green shaded cells selected for 

entering KK\\'s. In the last row (point ;) in Table B.l), area are calculated from the selected 

cost parameters multiplied by the selected reference areas/volumes, the cost of each cost in 
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Euro. In addition to the seven cost eategories are in the lines of this model, cost data on 

individual calculation methods for the calculation of the cost of the FBG, the BGF and the 

ACG. The 'vhole model includes a line in which the total cost is calculated as the sum of the 

costs of the various cost categories. In the event that the buildings are to be estimated from 

sevent.l floors or in different areas sueh as laboratory and office areas, the cost of each floor 

and each area is simulated by different model estimates. The outer shell of this building was 

also estimated separately and summed with the cost of the other estimates of the total cost 

of the building. In these cases, it is trne that not all costs are accounted for in the estimate of 

the interior of the building, as has been considered as the cost of group 330 (outer ·walls) even 

in the estimation of the outer shell. \Vhich modifications to the described general cost rnodcl 

have been carried out, is evident in the corresponding individual estimates. Additionally, 

in some models factors for particularly high \Varehonses or additionally enhanced protection 

walls in eaeh row a.re inserted to take into account such structural features. 

Table B.2: Cost parameters of Level- 1 

KG Kostengruppen der 1. Ebene Einheit von €/Einheit bis von °/o an 300+400 bis 

100 GrundstUck m 2 FBG 

200 Herrichten und Ersch lieBen m 2 FBG 14 28 52 0,6 1,7 2,4 

300 Bauwerk - Baukonstruktion m 2 BGF 1.128 1.439 1.740 65 4 722 79 9 

400 Bauwerk - Technische Anlagen m 2 BGF 395 562 817 20 1 27 8 34 6 

Bauwerk (300+ 400) m 2 BGF 1.679 2.001 2.560 100 0 
500 AuBenanlaqen m 2 AUF 88 246 1.262 2 1 66 13 2 

600 Ausstattung und Kunstwerke m 2 BGF 34 91 165 1,3 4,4 7,0 

700 Baunebenkosten m 2 BGF 258 342 443 15 7 17 8 20 0 
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Table B.3: Cost parameters Level- 2 

KG Kostengruppen der 2. Ebene Einheit von €/Einheit bis von Ofo an 300 bis 

310 Baugrube m3 BGI 14 31 65 1 2 2,5 47 
320 Grundung m2 GRF 240 330 440 5 2 7,5 96 
330 AuBenwande m2 AWF 490 645 925 27,9 32,4 39,5 
340 I nnenwande m2 IWF 235 328 433 16 2 19,7 24 3 
350 Dec ken m 2 DEF 273 363 430 14 8 19 1 23 3 
360 Dacher m2 DAF 318 447 639 78 117 16 1 
370 Baukonstruktive Einbauten m2 BGF 12 41 104 06 2,7 7 1 
390 Sonstige Baukosten m 2 BGF 38 66 142 2,7 4,7 7,9 

Ofo an 400 

410 Abwasser Wasser Gas m2 BGF 41 58 99 63 12,1 19 1 
420 Warmeversorgungsanlagen m2 BGF 60 83 121 10 6 17,4 27 9 
430 Lufttechnische Anlagen m2 BGF 35 99 195 45 16,6 25 0 
440 Starkstromanlagen m2 BGF 119 164 265 24,5 31,5 45,7 
450 Fernmeldeanlagen m2 BGF 22 56 115 35 9,9 16 5 
460 Fi:irderanlagen m 2 BGF 21 33 49 06 3,7 73 
470 Nutzungsspezifische Anlagen m 2 BGF 8 33 79 03 3,6 113 
480 Gebaudeautomation m 2 BGF 28 57 86 02 41 12 0 
490 Sonstige Technische Anlagen m2 BGF 2 20 73 0 1 1,1 13 8 

Table 13.4: Planning parameters for floors and rooms 

KG Kostengruppen (2. Ebene) Einheit von Menge/NF bis von Menge/BGF bis 

310 Baugrube m3 BGI 1 59 2 07 3 00 1 07 136 1 87 
320 Grundung m2 GRF 0,43 0,50 0,60 0,29 0,33 0,38 
330 AuBenwande m2 AWF 0 96 114 1 34 0 65 0 75 0 84 
340 I nnenwande m2 IWF 1 23 133 1 59 0 81 0 88 1 09 
350 Deck en m 2 DEF 1 06 112 1 29 0 69 0 74 0 82 
360 Dacher m2 DAF 0 50 0 60 0 74 0 32 0 39 0 47 
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